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FLIGHT CREW MEMBER REPORT FORM

for v,r,o,
SATELLITE RE-ENTRY OR BRIGHT FIREBALL

I0A/4. 076*00' a/esr-
A*r; ?# *c>0 ' //0/erf

in conjunction with

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory's Re-Entry and Recovery Program

MA6J¥£r/£-.}&J?JA7Z2^--Jj£. ^_!-^7^£.^
1. Flight 90£*-&AL 2. Date 65~~/&-(>6> 3. Time Q?V& £S7~

4. Location (DME and radial reading from a VOR unless overwater) s47~~ 3fi?A\jQ*>

DV£ otJ &e.MJo £out£~ M£^ To M5V/e0 a-rry^

5. Plane heading magnetic ^ZX-Q 6. Altitude «?/, @&O

7. Crew names and addresses witnessing event (J/}/°7~t £./"/. /Bu& fit S

B&X ?JZ F. F/T7ST7>tusJ Afcnd 7h£s*ry C<fk6>7
8. Estimate degrees right or left of plane heading and elevation (in degrees)

above horizon of object when first sighted J?S^° A?f&H-7~ F J2>C°/}Bi^£

9. Estimate degrees right or left of plane heading and elevation (in degrees)
above horizon of object when last sighted 03j£CT~ /£PP&?/£&£> TO /PfQ'/g'

10. Apparent brightness: A. Too bright to look at
B. As bright as full moon X
C. As bright as venus

11. Duration of sighting y /f)/ MUllE~^S

12. Break up noted and/or color noted SlO^ £>/£ 3<-Ut= Q-ze&ZF/J (6\JEfe\
Was this a predicted re-entry? yes no

To list additional information, please use the reverse side.

Date: AtA*/£*. /9U D, ^fL^.-^C- s/o
/ . Signature

I) Atom; C/Wm/AJ /f-fi/2> F/o £# *J0T tv,s// tz> && /2)epuf//^/^7> idt-rrt s/£&t-/aJ6.
If, for any reason, you wish not to be identified with whatever sighting you
made, please indicate so underneath your signature. Please mail to:

Mr. Herbert E. Roth

Smithsonian Moonwatch Team Director

C/O United Air Lines Flight Training Center
Stapleton International Airport
Denver, Colorado 80207 U. S. A.

END



career /9pp&e/e&£> /it F/^st /95 /? sfrozert \J&eT?esi<L slop

<0/Q Blo€- G-zee^AJ une". /7~ /xevm F/e<p/r? rtt&Hr to t~e-F7-

SF&PM//U& e/heuuA/z o/jt/u /T /Qerspe^gQ /?F>/>£#x//>1/i.7zr^y' -r//£-

S/Z£- /?aJ2) S/Q/jLLfrf/V&iSr £>/r Tl&T /M00AJ\ /?FTF/e fP/°£0X/fr/hrtt- y
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Form No. 6
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

(Feb. 1, 1951)

MEMO ROUTING SLIP
TO THE FOLLOWING IN ORDER INDICATED

NAME OR TITLE INITIALS—DATE

4^k^—
/rlVwcrtJC

4L. t-w? |v^7

Your information Note and return •

Your comments •

Necessary action •

Prepare reply •

Your recommendation [_

Remarks

Proper signature D

•Note and file

See me

•Your initials

JUo/ZAD

r*

,

Date

Phone

-—

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1960 O -539470



REPORT OF MOONWATCH OBSERVATIONS

[23. SAO objects
This report contains observations of :

CZJ Non- SAO objects
Date of repor

(2) (3)

1LEAVE
tj BLANK

SITE

NO.

¥ ATE (UTl
Vr Mo Doy

TIME (UT)
H M S

RA OR AZ (A) DEC OR ALT (A)
LEAVE

BLANK 8 2
REGISTERED

TEAM NAME

MAX
MAO

t«»

?h£L 4</ OlOL a3:>7 :'•30 ^02.''\n>*t6(X) /5:' ^?:1W) 0 ? ncCAtJp&fiTT

JA

•

' ' '''",

»

,mW'

ARKS:

...•l. ••* mrim',% .^kfiaL-m.

TEAM LEADER
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ARCH E. HOUSTUE, JR.
PRESIDENT

CEn»«r 3-1234

ulton services, inc.
IVORY SOAP LAUNDERING • COLORTONE DRY CUANINO^ANINO ot9g

^TLAN0«^r1700 McHENRY STRUT * IALTIMORE 23, MAI

September 27, 1963006

Smithsonian Astrophysics! Laboratory
(Imbridge, Massachusetts

Dear Sirs:

It has been suggested that I write to you about my observations of an unusual
satelite.

On Monday, September 23, 196J, between 9:50 and 9:55 P.M., E.D.T. I observed
a bright object travelling from east to west at - high speed (i.e., high for such
objects). !ty point of observation at this first sighting gave a very limited
view. Realizing that this was unusual in both speed and direction,I estimated
when and where it would next appear and walked to the shore of the nearby lake
where I had a clear view of virtually the entire southern sky. The object re
appeared at about 10:20 a bit south of east and disappeared a bit north of west.
It was apparently the same object in speed, path and brightness (It was the
brightest light in the sky except Jupiter). The same object (at least to all
appearances) reappeared again at 10s52.

}ty location was Eagles Mere innorth central Pennsylvania, a summer resort
in the Alleghanies at 2000 ft. altitude. The night was cold and clear* This
object was also witnessed by my wife the first time and by a friend the third time.
There is no question in my mind that its path was east to.west (I am quite familiar
with the cormoass directions there), that it was not an airplane (I am an engineer,
an ex-pilot and had nine years in Martin's engineering department and I examined
the object through a hand laid 10 power telescope) and that its appearance period
(apparently orbital) was between 25 and 30 minutes*

Both the path and the apparent speed of this object are, to my knowledge,
quite unusual. A Mr. William O'Donnell at NASA's Public Inquiry office suggested
that you would be interested in this and might be able to enlighten me as to the
object's identity - he could tell me nothing about it*

Sincerely,

du^L £a&+&1^
Arch 8. Houetle, Jr*

AEH/mc



April 3# 19^3

Mr. Edward A. Young
1041 E. Washington Avenue
East Point, Georgia

Dear Mr. Young:

Thank you for your interesting letter of March 28
regarding your well described observation of an unusual
object observed on December 1.

Since your sighting occurred during twilight it
seems within the bounds of possibility that the object
was a balloon reflecting the sun's ulrect rays at first
and then turning red as it descended or moved away from
the sun into the earth's shadow. The writer has personally
witnessed this white-to-red effect on balloons at a high
altitude in twilight.

However, in case this is not the explanation for
your observation, we are passing a copy of your letter
to Dr. J. Allen Hynek, of Northwestern University, who
is actively interested in unusual observations of this
kind.

Yours sincerely,

ABGtpg

Alex. B. Geddes

Moonwatch Recorder

1
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Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
60 Garden Street

Cambridge 38> Massachusetts

Gentlemen:

y.
k &

1041 E. Washington Avenue
East Point, Georgia
March 28, I963

I have hesitated in writing you since the observation, of which
I am about to relate, is so long past. However, Jack Hudnall, of
the West Palm Beach Moonwatch Team, insists that I let you know
what I saw since it may corroborate the observations of another
astronomer, amateur or otherwise.

On December 1, 1962 I decided to look at the moon with my six inch,
46.66" focal length,during light conditions, using a Ramsden eyepiece.
So, just at sundown I focused on the moon. She sky surrounding the
moon was a bright blue and there was not a cloud visible in the sky.
I could see the bright quarter and the black, or shadow, portion
stood out against the blue background of sky. At 1725 EST my wife
had been looking through the scope and had started towards the house.
Ilwas looking through the scope at the moon when I saw what appeared
to be a mountaintop shining brightly in the black area of the moon,
like so:

<g> }S 5""5 ^ ,c\*" ,"|CI

-H&.X7k «^ (vi ou ^i-,n ^ v^-fz.

It shone so brightly and kept increasing in brilliance that I called
to my wife to come back and see it. As she looked into the eyepiece
she immediately asked what was that red spot on the moon. Then she
said that it was starting to move. At this time I was looking at the
moon, first with the naked eye and then with a moonwatch scope, but
could see nothing out of the ordinary. When my wife stated that the
spot was moving I took my turn at the eyepiece and what had fceen my
original bright spot indeed had turned a very bright red and was moving
off of the face of the moon. ( See drawing above ) This spot continued
on into the blue of the sky as a brilliant red and so continued, increasing
in velocity ( acceleration ) until I lost it. It was only in sight for
about three or four minutes, from the time of first sighting until
disappearance. I would roughly say that the brilliant spot originated
in the vicinity of the crater Alphonsus and the path from that point
to the edge of the moon whuld take it over the crater Cardanus.

I hope that this may be of interest to you.

Sincerel

Edward A. Young
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bmlUU Youth* Say They Were
'Chased' by Unidentified Object

ii Stf&S** Mlfromft. ^J™*,*^^tL™ &» •""»* ^
tSlLew about the same time that Ithe people asircu us M caw Untiring was found.*{tewK? of northWest and JaboutJMo be^sure -Ja^evegrai persons in Gre^

The two bovs! Danny Upte- ithey saw it coming oown- iNeoras>„« iM*m..-,
«r«ve16 aml^jcoES^B',tl« same thing DTy Up-L«I reports of sightings mainlylf^VJ> deXf^TthVl^t grove saw; a ball coming ^ {rom the Scottsbluff,

1Eed £*£ at speedS *mn °Ut °f thC Sk>V ^ ^°AarefS . *.t JZeV Vh. The boyvhiWed. ^hr&H>akota State',
stated that he object feptfldditional reportings; of obH{4cc reported that an oh-,
f theskv between 7:30 anU^ts.in.the.sky came from aiject speared to *« ^"J*

Is TnTThursday. Residents^ederal Nation Agency em- {n the ElS^Dir£?
'^fn ,ncT "SeotrsbTuff reported jplove in Cheyenne, who said southwest of W ™$™&\S araeTTfall about; ftippeareTaJm^bright from Most ^rts indicated the ob-.
'75^ P.m Thursday followed |his pvlanlage point in the air-, servers reported they saw me-
bv an explosion 3to 5minutes^rt tower Itehrs. Because of thefiery ap-3 uTter that 'rocked the whoWR lourist ted seeing a|pearance fire lookouts mthe

J ISv''in the words ofjESg^teor fall to!-earth about 5 southernJ^^^'S
led Beckmann. a farmer iCTKe \ soUthwest 0f JjiiW Black Hills Army I**o< |

star.- *at-»iffi^*i^^iconversation that ^armyjiist ^enllow.red sparks and fire, could not report.finding any
,u, ,sighted the objecrTn^ yc^
3ri ihad then gone to see where UtatO^
8.had fallen, about %mile out^g^^ [Si^S^tos balls were

of town u . block i"WmrtSrt* said the fire- ^e^m^„ or pieces of0 -We were about a Mock of{ a burn_ either meteors o *
from the object. It didnt |ga» ™ ^ gtarted a prai. meteors,
move until we started to get «s 1 ^^ The ^ -

..out, and then it s arted to- ne£ d ^feit investi >
I ward us. Wc left when it go ££, and found no fire.

SI closer, after we got the car ^ ^ of imilar
I ward us. Wc left when it go B« d f ^ no fire.

Mrt" closer after we got the car1galea ajia 1 Washington (UPI) -7 l »e.
*te darted We had the throttle No "g1"?? ®f tuSSd in to Defense Department has OT-»»al ffiSr-aU the way out, a^^^^^Cortrol dared the armed services to
tur:,r.ouldn, ™JL«rt&\^tt qiathe, Kan, Wate ^,Ued all the way out, -"" h Ai Traffic and Control derea me *u7 »,Uh inralit wouldn't run/' George said. I*^"^1^ oiathe, Kan., cooperate closely with local

oud- street light shining on the!
tem- ground, but there wasn t any-
day, thing above it, and there
u by wasn't any height to it. I saw

0s. just a plain white light, which
was dim around the edges
and flat on the ground.

e 20 "We thought maybe it was
a meteorite until it started
to move toward us. Wc were

""^J pretty scared, so 1 totw-
» member much else and don t
£ remember seeing or leehng
S anything," Looney stated. •

the two boys said they
2 were about one block from
5' the object when they first ap-
2 proacbad U. and it came

9 nearer once it started mov-
• ingj —-
Mb Skyline Dairy Winners
ons. Open House Conte^wto-
food ners announced in today s pa-

\ per —Adv. ,

Be Sure to Read
VITAL PROCESS-Thefas
cinating stereotype depart
ment conducts an operation
in the production of your
daily newspaper without
which there would be no p g
paper fe

GUIDE TO VOTERS - Proposed
fulltime mayor plan for Lincohi1 on
Nov. 6ballot has not created a great
deal of controversy
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•ORM FOR. JjggEQR., OBS

; Place o;f observation?, Taunton, Iv.assacbusetts
*y<

October 2,1962 Times 6:40 to 7:35 H' EDT
(Give Time Standard and whether a

* Accuracy of time given aboves
g. say "exact", or n+i minute", or n±5 minute*", etc.)

- 1 minute

Brightness (compared to stare, planet*9 moon or other useful
standard source such as a street light at a certain distance

The estimated magnitude was -2 at 6:40 when compared to -4 magn. Venus.
Eut it rapidly decreased in brilliance, until at 6:45 it was barely
visible to the naked eye in the bright twilight sky.

Direction in which object *raa first seem
(To N, or SE, or MKW, etc) Almost due west about 20°

above the horizon.

p time object was seem
Prom 6:40-6:45 with naked eye & telescope
and from 6:45—7:35 by telescope only.

• Apparent direction in which object travelled?
(N-S, SW-NE, W*N, etc 0) Moving steadily north along celestial

coordinate. (The telescope was equatorially mounted, accurately aligned
m altitude with the celestial pole and in very close aproximation with

g J: • Clt^was partaking of the Earth's"rotation, not
the east-to-west movement of the stars).

impression of angular apeeds Two measurements were made by
(de | .cross sky) letting object drift across the field of view.

4.7 minutes of arc per minute between 7:04-7:13
6.1 minutes of arc per minute between 7:28-7:35 Cthis second

estimate = not so accurate as first due to dimness of obiect.

*ll . Somewhat top-shaped with narrowing
part towards horizon. There seemed to be at first a starlike object barely
visible in the telescope separate from the object very close to it and
JJtif£+iy 1° t ' 1?wer left of "• This star-like object was not hanging
directly beneath tne sphere as the instrument container of a baloon would



K

*

Colo? "he color was a bright reddish orange when first observed,
bar!- within 5 mini tes time had decreased by a couple of magnitudes
in 'briFb-AAess and changed to a bluish color along its outer rim
and fading to a mottled gray towards the center, resembling to

Did it explode, disintegrate, or suddenly vanish? some extent Of, trie
Ring nebula of Lyra.

No. it didn't seem to vary in size or shape.
After the first rapid decrease in brilliancy it gradually faded away.
* Any tail or trail?

No

any sound accosjpany the object?

No

If sound followed later, give time Intervals

Mas it examined with binoculars or telescopes or photographed?

A 3.5" QUESTAR telescope with an 80X ocular was used.

*Qive position of trajectory -tor at least -nts with rega
to stare 3<ssible: when the object was last seen it was 4° north

of the star Arcturus and 3'/L°east of Arcturus (7:35PK E^T).

Any other remarks? Tne night was very clear. There was a slight breeze
from the south. Ordinarily I would have presumed the object to be a
weather baloon like others I've seen through the telescope before.
But what makes it questionable is it's sudden decrease in brightness
at first, then a slow, hour-long decrease in brightness, Its quick
change of color from red to blue, it's wery slow angular motion, &
it's visibility so long after sunset (1 hours).

Rev. Kenneth J. Delano Phone Nos Flman 5-3593

. , St. Gary's Rectory _ ,
Addressi 543 Taiiiin Hill Ed. ***** October 4,1962

New Bedford, Mass.
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. GEORGE WORON
SAO PIO

FOLLOWING UFO REPORT RECEIVED BY PHONE AT 8*15 AM 23 HAY

9^10 MW BY PE°PLE IN BELM0N' "•IGHT °F 22 «T BETWEEN
IlowlyY^L?heSI5tI UGHT VISIBLE r0R l U0UE* !,0VING WT
PARTY CALLED WATERTOWN POLICE'DEPT. THEY AT-o ctnemm* b*mw*
THROUGH SOME TYPE OF INSTI fffi 2mK3
Pm ErJH£IJT^°KEI) LIK^ "'tSS STREET L ,TKRT0WN P°UCL
^iKS/SKg T° C°NTACT Ar! °S™ » «0WOOD FOR INTO

MRS. OTERY
15 GRANT AVE
BELMONT fOME iV-4|-g2M

A<^



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office IS/hmOfanduM • united states government
TO Dr. R.E. McCrosky date: April -2#; 1962,

prom • Alex. B. Geddes, MW.

subject: observation Connected with Artificial Meteor Project?

Unusual stationary object observed for about half an hour
between 7mk$ and &*1? P»m« EST» April 2l|, 1962,

Periodically varied from a bright star to a flame-like
object about \ size of moon. Described as "erupting" like
a slow explosion, but with no sparks. Too much like a flame
to show any clear shape.

Pulsations consisted of intervals of about 30 to br$
seconds for its dimraer stage and about 15 to 20 seconds during
its brightest* Color was yellow.

Observed at about 35 to I4.0 degrees altitude in NW from
near her home by Mrs. Kary Ragsdale (of SAO Purch. Dept.),
33-2 Garden Circle, Waltham, She is nob certain of the
KW direction of the object and is checking.

V •€»>VWtiiVC> **wn

eJL (fvuw*^<l -a-vO,

c/lvv^wevA "v^w^ ^«vs*Hu c-«/w»^~J \j«^wvi-o -Ntr o^vA^m^r J^r



(do not use the above lines)

OFFICIAL MOONWATCH REPORT

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously)
i-

Co*£r $£Ki-li*£t>

REGISTERED TEAM NAME Ls<C|*,<»4» ItAA^A >

OBJECT OBSERVED

(spell out Greek letter)

TEAM NUMBER &C> A &
In "Site Number" column below indicate the number of the site at which each observation was made.

DO NOT USE

Tele

graph

Yes No

Site

No.

Oes"

Date

(UT)

13

Time (UT)

H M S

0230xx

EPOCH OF STAR CHARTS USED: /oS^S"
REMARKS:

R. A. or

Az. (A)

01*714-

•i- Dec. or

Alt. (A)

+Z4U*o

Dir. of

Travel

Ang.Vel.

5§&/Sac

Max.

Mag.

+or-

-rT

Var. in

Seconds

Max-Max

Instru

merit

Weight

2-0

(Continue remarks on reverse side)

REGISTERED TEAM LEADER'S NAME

//££,* *><. /««»»6CC
DATE OF REPORT

/0 4*^£



(do not use the above lines)

OFFICIAL MOOHWATCH REPORT MeTT^OR OK U FO

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously) .
OBJECT OBSERVED I &A *"*** />l*>*

(spell out Greek letter)

team number/^ £'* r/f f/'f^A**^***REGISTERED TEAM NAME

In "Site Nuaber" column below indicate the number of the site at which each observation was made.

DO NOT USE

Tele

graph
Yea No

/

Site

No.

£>0U

Date

(UT)

6>
Apr

a^c^ &

^fcfc*

EPOCH OF STAR CHARTS USED

REMARKS

REGISTERED TEAM LEADER'S NAME

Time (UT)
H M S

1C\ Ii'.*?

R. A. or

As. (A)

Z$mff tc//£

*s&«ltU*

•k Dec. or

Alt. (A)

Dir. of Ang.Vel.

Travel Peg/Sec.

Max.

Mag.

+or-

?lk 'f

<&*? s^'ttc^/t,,*^ flL> <&0**4i<V Aso ig ^/VJ^
T

>^i*+2 -*y) i^^

„ „ USED- 61* fa *d/JU* S'/S'f +'t+tUM &**ff<£>

(Continue

DATE Or REPORT

Var. in

Seconds

Max-Max

Instru-

ment

Weight

ZLLhfi %

^^*,&s>*£**.i

6 dj»r £2



i. fAHUARU FORM NO. M

Office Aletnorandum • united states government
to Mr. Alexis Bakeeff date: March 23, 1962.

(Please pass to ATIC)

from : Alex. B. Geddes R^-

subject: Three UFO's Observed at 10.k5 a.m. EST, March 22, 1962.

The following report was received last night by telephone
from Mr, Ralph Mariani, 68 Washington Street, Hyde Park 36,
Mass. (Tel. EM Lj.-1097):

Mr. Marlanl was looking to the north-west out of the
window of an office building situated near the Cathedral in
Boston. He noticed a jet plane traveling from the nortn-
west till it passed over the building. Above the vapor trail
of the plane he noticed three objects at a great beight arid
thought at first they were seagulls. Then he saw that they
were definitely round, though small because of distance, and
were moving in sudden darts at high speed and making sharp
riP-ht-angled turns. They were silver gray and shone brightly
in the sunlight. Mr. Marianl observed these objects for two
or three minutes until they finally passed over the building
and oflt of sight. He was alone in the room at the time.
His account sounded sensible and authentic.



Residential division.

"In thisy connection, John
Haines (vice president, Com
mercial division), H. W.
Worth (manager, Wabash fac
tory), R. W. Moe (manager
of> -"Derations, Minneapolis
Cc ercial factories), and H.
S. Olsen (manager, Chicago
factory) will report to him on
the Commercial side as will
Kent Wilson (vice president,
Residential division) and Stan
Nelson (manager, Residential
operations) on the Residential
side."

factors that held back the com
pany's performance last year:

A severe competitive situa
tion.

High costs in introducing
some new products.

Soft prices in the products
of some divisions.

An economy that was less
vigorous than hoped for.

"It would be a serious mis
take to look only for reasons
that are beyond our control,"
Wishart declared. "Undoubted

Was It a Saucer
Flying Over N.D.?

MINNEAPOLIS—It was
a cool moonlit night. Mel
Vagle, Honeywell metallurgist,
and his wife Helen were driv
ing north across the vast North
Dakota prairie.

They were heading for Cav
alier, N.D., to spend Thanks-ly there are many areas in each
giving with her parents. It was

MEL VAGLE SHOWS HOW SAUCER FLEW
Cigar-shaped object hovered at an angle

7 p.m., Nov. 22 and they were
three miles south of Grafton
on U.S. highway 81. Their 18-
month-old son Mark was
asleep on the back seat.

Suddenly Helen pointed to
the north a mile away where
she saw a red light low in the
sky above a shelterbelt of
trees.

"They must have built a
new TV tower," she said.
Vagle looked. It couldn't be a
tower, he answered, because
there were other lights strung
out diagonally below. They
studied and speculated. Then
the lights were hidden by the
trees.

Moments later their car
broke out into the open again.
Now the lights were about a
half mile to the west. It was
no TV tower. But could it be a
plane? Couldn't be. It was
hovering over a field at a 45-
degree angle.

Maybe it's a giant helicopter.
But there is no noise, no sound
of engines or rotor blades.

The Vagles were close
enough to see the distinct
cigar-shape. There was a
steady red light at the upper
end and a bright, white, flash
ing light at the other. Down
the fuselage, about the size of

Saucer—Page 8



an excellent account of them
selves. V

INDUSTRIAL—The ne/
products we have introduced
and those on our draj^ng
boards are way ahead oficom-
peti and not just "mjftoo"
produwis.

MILITARY — The *ompe
tence ofour military eiort has
brought spectacular sipcess in
obtaining contracts inithe last
few months. I thinkJt's fair
to say we've established our
selves as the foremAt guid
ance manufacturer lin the
United States. The 1smooth
handling of our New Brighton
buildup gives us coMdence
that the complex prdluction
to follow with all its prlblems
will be met—and on tirle.

TEMPERATURE ipN
TROLS—The objectives o%>ur
TCG operations for the cfbi-
ing year are realistic and ^e
possible of accomplishment.

CANADA—The new build-
ng addition to be completed
'or Honeywell Controls Lim-
ted in 1962 is an indication
)f the enhanced opportunity
here.

INTERNATIONAL — The
;ro- ng maturity of the Inter-
ia '• d division and the re-
narkable increase it has had in
he last year offers great hope
hat we can compete with and
•enefit from the Common
Market.

"As operating people," Wish-
rt said, "we will recommend

Lighted Saucer
Drifts Eastward

Continued from page 1
a DC6, Vagle saw yellowish
white light that seemed to glow
through a row of windows.

"We watched it move slowly
east. It would stop and hover
a moment, then drift on. Then
it disappeared behind a rise to
the east. That's the last we saw
of it. What an eerie, exciting
feeling."

The Vagles drove into Graf
ton, found a state highway
patrolman and told him what
they'd seen. He hurried to the
civil defense office and made
his report. The civil defense
people called the Air Force.

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
Minneapolis 8, Minnesota

Return Postage Guaranteed

"The next day," said Vagle,
"I heard on the radio at Cava
lier that five farmers in the
Grafton area had reported
they had sighted similar lights
in the sky.

"So I knew we hadn't imag
ined all that. I know I saw it.
So does Helen. We got a good
look. We started on the prem
ise that we were looking at a
TV tower. Then we thought it
was a plane, then a helicopter.
It was none of these.

"Maybe there's an explana
tion. I'd be happy to have
somebody tell me what it was.

"I wonder what that was? I
guess I'll never know."

BULK RATE

U. S. POSTAGE
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PERMIT NO. 40
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INSURANCE COMPANY Af

July 28, 1961

<s\c>

In replyjplease refer to

-3
National Aeronatics and ^pace Administration
Washington, D.C.

To whom it may concern:
Jouy 7~h. OO 30 L^.T"

On July 25, 1961 at ap roximately 8:30PM I was reclining on my chaise lounge
when, 1 noticed in the sky, what appeared to be a "sky writer." I then
exclaimed to my neighbors who were sitting with me, "Look at the sky writer."
'vith that the object was of course closer to us and we noticed it was not a
sky writer at all. U on closer observation it was very much like looking at
the sun. It was so golden bright in color, with a fire like exhaust which
apDeared to be longer than our jetstreams. This object had no wings, Its'
orofile was much like a shark.

I then called the attention to mv other neighbors who were also sitting in
th<ir yards. They-all agreed it iid not a pear to be an airplane. Now I
am curious to know what could this object have been? There were eight of
us who saw this object in the sky. It came from the approximate direction
of New Brunswick, New Jersey to Newark, New Jersey. It took about ten
minutes for this object to get across the sky.

Could you please enlighten me as to what this object could bet Thanking
you for your cooperation in this matter, I remain,

Sincerely yours,

c/o Operation Blue Book
United ot^tes ~ir ^"orce Base
Dayton, Ohio

You're in Good Hands

Kiss June Baylis

with Allstate Insurance



Dr. James I*. Vanderveen,
2 Hemlock Lane,
Bedford, Mass,

Moonwatch Headquarters.

June 19, 1961,

Dear Dr. Vanderveen,

Thank you very much for your letter of
June llj. with excellent report of unidentified object. This
was the first time I heard of your observation, and I do not
know whom you spoke to on the telephone1

Obviously the object was not a known
satellite, because of its size, and we have passed your
report to the apprppriate Air Force department which is anxious
to receive, and is fully equipped to deal with, all such
reports. If they are able to identify it they may advise us
and you will be informed if they do so.

The only possibility we can think of is
that it may have been a balloon. This, however, seems very
doubtful considering all the circumstances, but only the
Air Force are able to check on this and other possibilities.

Thanking you again. Dr. Vanderveen,

Yours very truly,

Alex. 5. Geddes,
Moonwatch Observational Records.



Dr» Hynek. March 1, 1958.

The Phillips Report.

Attached is a summary of Mr. Phillips' observation on a
Moonwatch report form together with all observations reported
to us around his observation time. Where a Station gave more
than one observation, the one nearest to the time in question
is given. Note similarity of R.A. and Dec. in Albuquerque1s
observation.

Also attached are two cables mentioning Gamma Geminorum
as fixes, but which are about two hours earlier and are not
necessarily "disappearing" points. Thftse are listed with two
similar Moonwatch observations on a second sheet herewith.

The Alabama Sighting.

3a*,3
We have observations from four Moonwatch Teams for early

January 3, U.T., and they are of doubtful objects, but they
are all at different and various hours, none near the time of
this Alabama sighting.

Attached, however, is a copy of a non-Moonwatch report,
received on the phone by the teletype operator during the night,
which records approximately the same time and direction, and
might be of the same object. This is the only report we have
which shows any similarity.

oOo-

You can keep all our typed material as there are extra
copies, but would be glad to have the cables returned. Latter
are possibly only coincidental, but could type up copies if
you wish.

Alex. B. Geddes



Reported Sightings at or near Jan. 2I4., 1958,

tfECT: 01h- ^ U-T-

DATE(U.T.)
STATIOK NAME
COS~ NUMBEB

BATE . 2lj., 1958,

Fort Worth, Texas. '97.3 W
(by Mr. E.T.Phillips) 32.7 N

^Lawton, Oklahoma
110 035 098

9k 2k 12 W:
3k 39-^5 H

XAlbuquerque, N.M. 106 38 36 W
Ol+l 035 107

Wichita, Kansas
028 038 097

Cambridge, Mass.
099 01+2 071

Washington, D.C.
Ollj. 039 077

Tulsa, Oklahoma
05i| 036 096

35 05 03 N

97 ll|. kl W
37 ^1 Ik N

71 07 i+6 W
k2 22 If.8 N

77 12 30 w
38 45 37 Nj

95 57
36 03

w

N

Los Alamos, N.M. J( 106 19 20 W
0l|.3 036 106 35 52 30 H

^North Canton, Ohio - 8l 27 19 W1
053 oi£ 081 I4.0 55 55 n

i

OTIS or
JSBKTATION K.A. GB BBC. 08 2KHEC7XQK Am.

ALT. (A) j cap ^RAVBLrrac, KAO.

01 15
01 16

East

, 06 35
1+g A To N or NE 0?l6/s.O or+1 White
6 26f -— point of disappearance after

travelling about 10 arc.
Appeared to merge with^ star Gamma Geminorum.

01 lJj. 32 10156 A 3^.7 A NNW-SSE
(last of ten observations).

I

NNW-SSE

N-S

NW~SE

01 11 30 06 kO *** +17 *-#*
(last of three observations)

01 ik 25.8: 05 52 i+07.8
(last of five observations)

01 16 32 229° a| 12 i
(last of ttyree observations)

ol 15 23i 221?6 Aj 29 i
(only observation)

01 15 58 06 00 j-20°00'
(last of three observations)

ol 12 l\9 07 21 1+21.8
(last of two observations)

01 15 28 02 1*1
(last of five observa

-06 10'
ions)

NNW-SSE

NW-«S#

*** Items similar to first observation.

;o.55/s. +1.2 y.-wh.

•+1 max. White-;:-*-

+1 White#*#

Faint

J°/s. +2 to+6 Bl.-Wh.

j+3 to+7 Y.-0.

jjMMt
0.2/s.+l t0+7 White****

0?25/s*+l to+7 White***



Oxher observation fixes near Gamma Geminorum.

DA$
STATION NAME

e.a.Br. %nek Br. Schilling
Kr* Campbell Log A

to. White

c j Tirnz of
0 OBSERVATION IUA. OH s&c. oa DXBEC7X0H

AM.(A) OP TOAVBLITOL. ,j HAG.
*m

^_JAN. 23, 1958.

Cables:

By H. Fitzpatrick 77.097 W 23 33 30 !,o.6 Gamma plus O.k Mu Gemini"
38.956 N

By R.H.Wilson 77 00.6 W
38 50.0 N'

North Canton,Ohio' 8l 27 19 W
053 olfi 081 ko 55 55 n.

1

23 33 35 "Passed 2? right of Gamma Geminorum,
actual point 06 32 +16 05*

23 32 59

I

06 ]\2 +lk°30*

06 28 +18

N«8E

NW-SE 0?75/s.+l to+8 OrangeCleveland. Ohio 8l £4.9.7 W 23 32 21
052 01+2 082 k0 25.5 N

! 1

Observations by other Moonwatch Stations,** this;, time all Eastern or Central,.
R.A. and Dec., betweeh 5 and 7 Hoiirs and between +53 and ~19.

Note: Wilson1s observation is the fifth in a series of eight.

3

*>

J. oil
+ 2 •

+1 to +7 White



T&o not use the above linesj

OFFICIAL MOONWATCH REPORT OBJECT OBSERVED IK I S I G> M Q T

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously)

REGISTERED STATION NAME 6 R ISTOL, BtfGL ft h/Q REGISTERED NUMBER OtTO

DO NOT USE

In "Station Number" column below Indicate -number of station at which each observatior.
was made, i.e. either the first three digits of your Registered Number or the four-
digit number which may have been given to you for an auxiliary station. (See Guide.

Tele-

Srag!
fes

V

Station

Number

O6S0

Date Time (UT)
(UT)

\\l to

1941

M

Ol

II i

R. A. or

Az. (A)

3k -n-*

t I **

-Dec. or

Alt. (A)

<400*

Dir.of

Travel

tv-> S

s
g.VeL
g/Sec

Max

Mag
+or-

Tslt. in

Sec.

<ax-Max

Color
(Use

Code

REMARKS: ^ v*«aaamjJL w&yvJ? ~~* ^Aaju^^L *h OoU 30 **, *ff>t J~ ***~**J*yj***jL*X, tXx

JU^ _JL K^HLX ~> f^fc u-
it ? r* (continue remarks on reverse c^oet

REGISTERED TEAM LEADER'S NAME ~T>IL. S\jJCLr

DO NOT send observations made at a site for which no Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory station number has been assigned.

mm

DATE OF REPORT UJf

—.
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f^ "^_(Do not use the above lines)

OFFICIAL MOONWATCH REPORT

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously)

OBJECT OBSERVED
P

REGISTERED TEAM NAME ^ )J, /#6sSj /%?&^ u^«Jj^(

In "Site Number" column below indicate the number of the site at which each observation was made.

DO NOT USE

Tele

graph
Yes No

/

•

Site

No.

/

/ &

Date

(UT)

7-f

7~+

Time (UT)
—j

H M

*3 /*w??

oi /?.&.?

-RiA.

Az. (A)

y#.s

a

(spell out Greek letter)
TEAM NUMBER /^€?

Alt. (A)

7/-3

6t

Dir. of

Travel

i^e

U/£

Ang.Ve 1.
Deg/Sec

//*P

Max.

Mag.

+or -

5"

4

Var. in

Seconds

Max-Max

1

f,

Instru

ment

Weight

/7°

Z>;ifb

EPOCH OF STAR CHARTS USED:
REMARKS:

h,^s „V >4L yf/*/c/r. (Continue remarks on reverse side)
REGISTERED ISAM LEADER'S NAME

DATE OF REPORTI SL, Q'/3^^; p^ C7I. ^J^ ?~fJ*'
Do_not send observations made at a site for which no Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory site number is assigned.

^/^*/-~~ ^'>^ *^-°^~t t*^s&l^ ~~ af
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WUA22 42 NL COLLECT PITTSBURGH PENN JUN 3
.SATELLITE

WUX

THREE EXPERIENCED MOONWATCH OBSERVERS THIRTY MILES
NORTHEAST PITTSBURGH STATION SIGHTED BULL RED STEADY ^ \ /
FIRST MAGNITUDE OBJECT FROM THIRTY DEGREES HIGH IN — W
SOUTHWEST COVER 40 DEGREE ARC IN FORTY SECONDS TO
NORTHWEST PASSING FIVE DEGREES SOUTH VENUS AT 0154
ALL_*LUNE 4

LES0Yl)59 „ M
40 0154 UT 4 059 ^T
724A ^'-^H* k-***

m
1

I

RECD WUA22 PCS CLR r* Hv>
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GA

INFRNAL DE SPACOM AN ASSISTANT OF SENATOR KEATING -CALLED NASA TO
REPORT THE FOLLOWING AND GET A REPLY
SENATOR KEATING SAID THAT J^LJilGHT_AT .ABOUND

HE OBSERVED WHAT HE BELIEVED 0* TO BE"EDT THAT
CIRCLING
HE FIRST

:: THE

SMALLER

THE MOON THE OBJECT HAD A MAGNITUDE OF A FIRST MAG
SIGHTED THE OBJECT AT 6 OCLOCK WITH REFERENCE TO THE
OBJECT GOT TO 3 OCLOCK IT BROKE INTO A NUMBER OF

OBJECTS AND FORMED A TRIANGLE HE REPORTED THIS TO THE

PM EC

FLYING

SHINGTON
REPORTS

WE HAVE NO IDEA WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW
CAN GIVE US ANY HELP HE WOULD LIKE A REPLU IN ABOUT 15 MINUTES SO
ANY INFO YOU HAVE WOULD BE GREATLY APPRECIATED
GAGA GAGA

POST WHO SAID THET THEY HAD RECEIVED SOME OTHER SIMILAR
SENATOR KEATING WOULD LIKE TO KNOW WHAT IT WAS AND AS

IF EITHER SPATRK OR SAOCAM

4

EEEEE

;aucer

STAR

MOON

DE SPATRK I DODN'T HAVE ANY ONFO ON IT I WILL CHECK AND CALL U BACK

GA SAOCAM

DE SAOCAM THIS IS THE FIRST IVE HEARD OF IT NO INFO AT THIS
D GA PLS

OK WILL WAIT HERE WHILE SPARRK CHECKS
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June 16, 1961.

Report of Unidentified Object.

Observed and Reported by: Dr. James L. Vanderveen,
2 Hemlock Lane, Bedford, Mass.

Site: Bedford, Mass. (presumably at above address).

Visibility: Excellent; stars bright.

Time: 1961 June Ik, 07 02 U.T. +3 minutes.

Azimuth: Travelled arc from about 360° to about 0^5°.

Altitude: About 25°.

Time Visible: About 30 seconds.

Size: About I em. diameter at ario's length.

•Brightness: )
5 Similar to full moon at 20° to 25° altitude.

Color: )

Variability: Regular period of +1 second; still visible at
minima*

Ori inal JLetter from which above information was obtained
is on file at Moonwatch Headquarters, &A0.

a.b.g,



October 31, 1958

Alex, Trick or Treat?

We hope this will be the treat to relieve your terrible frustra
tions. My goodness, we can't have that now. Perhaps I should en
close one good dose of Miltowns. But hope our immediate reply
will do the trick.

Let's see now. It's been so long since the U.Q. occured it's re
ally going to tax this old brain of mine. Will go through my scrap
book clippings. I knew there was some reason why I was keeping
scrap books for my two little moonwatohers. We also keep a big,
IGY scrap book so we shall have a triple check.

.

It happened the evening of -Oe^eber 25, 1958. So that makes it in
UT time 26 -Oc^obe-r at 8:30 our time and UT 0430. Hight? That is
when it was first brought to our attention. We observed it from
that time 'til about an hour afterwards.

As for this being at my convenience. I have a motto: Our house is
not a home, it's a Moonwatch Sta^on. And I am a Moonwatcher first
and a housewife second. After all, the IGY won't last forever, and
I intend to be a housewife for the rest of my life. So in spite of
the dishes waiting in the sink, it is of my opinion, that it is at
my convenience right now.

Anything for Alex, who has been so very patient with us in our,
I hope, occasional mistakes.

Sincerely,

ptfr*^

Mrs. Robert Lee Boardwell
Deputy Leader
Oregon Moowatch Team

2*3. This should be called Chapter III in our'Episode of the
Flying Birds!.First, you received the clipping from the news
paper. Second, you got the long-waited-for report. Now you are
at last getting the time of the happening. Oh me, I hope we've
made it this time.



r * •

October 27, 1958

Dear Alex,

We, finally, are getting in our report. I'm not sure yet if this
one is about the birds or for the birds, but be that as it may,
it was a rather unusual evening.

'^hen we first went out we saw very tiny dark objects crossing our
view of the moon. Some of the sightings we definitely established
as birds, but some were so small we could not make a definite
decision. (However, I feel sure they must also have been birds.)

The thing that was so strange is that except for a very few obser
vations of objects, they passed across in the same direction, and
in the same location. ~yc

The time to cross the face of the moon was approximately one second
with no apparent regularity between objects.

Bob Boardwell

Alex, I'd like to add something, when the Doeleman boys were here
to bring their sketches in, they made the remark that they weren't
sure but they may have seen their objects backwards because of
their tlescope. This would have accounted for us seeing the objects
going in the opposite direction than they did. Needless to say the
evening made us aware of the fact that we had better study up a
little on the moon and learn some of the craters and so on so that
we can make more detailed reports of such objects when they cross
our view of the moon.

ne have added their names to our team list. Someday soon we will
have to send in a new team list to bring your records up to date
with ours.

Carol Boardwell
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November 5> 1958.
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Boardwell,

Very many thanks for all your information
on the transit of objects across the moon on September 25, and for
all your trouble in connection with the observation. I wish I had
time to explain what I do with all the observations of U.OJs
(Unidentified Objects) that come in to us, but am hoping that
someday soon a general memo may be issued on the subject. Briefly
though, we keep watching the listings in the U.O. Log and comparing
them with new reports in case any of them should "line up" with
each other and thus suggest the existence of an unknown satellite
with an orbit we can calculate and predict for.

Unfortunately, when we do find suggestive indications of
such similarity, the observations are usually too few or too far
apart to give data we can rely on, or the observations themselves
are too vague or approximate, or they are too late to enable us to
attempt any future predictions even when they do suggest an orbit.
Am at present keeping a watch for a suspected westward-moving object
but the data so far to hand is much too flimsy and may only be due
to sheer coincidence and nothing else.

Although this watch on U.OJs is part of my Job, the regular
MW work takes up practically all of ray normal working hours, and the
U.OJs have to be left to evenings and week-ends. But don't think
I'm grumbling! I enjoy every minute of it and Just don't want you
to think that I Just sit back and shake hands with the U.O.
observations as they come in, while you good people and others go
to so much trouble to turn them inI

Please relay my thanks to the Doeleraan boys for their
watchfulness and industry, and am sure glad to hear you have enrolled
them on the Team. Re the lunar observation: the sketches had me
guessing for a minute until I realized from the layout of the craters
that an erecting eyepiece must have been in use in the telescope.
I finally figured th*t the path was from the moon's NNE to SW or SSW,
but the nearest I oould get to figuring the terrestrial direction of
travel (according to the moon's position in the sky) was N-S plus-
minus 1|5 •

As there were several transiting objects over a period of
an hour, the margin is too wide to attempt to link or relate them
to single observations made in previous days or weeks. But the
sighting is duly logged along with other observations of similar
type, in spite of the suspected "birds". (After all, we must be
scientific;)•



However, I should report that Mr. Walter Munn, our very
good Field Representative, tells me that many bird-watchers
actually keep watch on the moon in their research on birds that
go flying at night! I had intended to watch during the recent
full moon but, of course, we had horrible weather. Walter's
remarks have put rather a damper on my ardor, but I still intend
to try moon-watching for a couple of nights Just to see how many
objects do cross the lunar disc in a certain time.

Thanks for the well-packed picture of a modern Adonis!
It sure is a Job trying to keep a secret -- oh, yeah, that reminds
me! Say, What's this about my name getting into the Oregon
Journal? All I know about it is that I suddenly received fan
mail from hundreds of admirers in Oregon — well, I got one letter
anyway!

I'm suddenly realizing that I'm taking up a lot of your
time as well as my own, so I had better enter the atmosphere and
disintegrate.

All the very best to you all, and thanks again.

Yours sincerely,

Alex. B. Geddes.

P.S. My apologies to Mrs. B. for unwittingly embarrassing her
with Smithsonian fan mail. I understand. I'll be a
good boy in future!

P.p.S. U.O.'s should be reported on the official report form,
and making use of the "remarks" space for more detailed
descriptions of unusual-looking objects, lunar transits,
etc. The more accurate such reports are, the more
likely our chances of discovering a new orbiting object
if there are any up there.
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Missile Research Bess,

CAPb CANAYEKAL,

UNITED 3TATE3 0? AMERICA.

Dear Sirs,

P.O. Box 395,

LUSAKA.

I. RHOi^SIA.

Sth May, 1961.

I have to report that the Balloon
Satellite nee been clearly visible for the

past two weaxe going South tfoet to North Sast.
••««••

SA/1Q61 - 2,0,10 hour* Khodscjan T^e
Fro* Souja East to North, *c»t.

Red object sighted which from the ground
aopeared te travel five or six ti-ws nore
quickly then Balloon Satellite. No noise heard,
but Indication of aoee white lights -'definitely
nets plane - any connection with the Aatronaut ?

Any inforemtion you eould let «e have
•tout the Balloon Satellite would be very

•nuch appreciated - aa I believe it hae been in
orbit for quite sofae tiee now - and we watch it

every two hours at night.

Youre faithfully,

C.l. UTClfM,

RECEIVED

JUN 1 4 1961

Office of Public Information

;Uft ii

RO

_



STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office NLemorandum • united states government
to : Mr.-W. MeOuriy. (for ATIC) date.- nmj X2, 1961.

from : Alaiu . eg (Moonwatch)

subject: Unidentified Object.

Reported (in personal interview, May llt 1961) by Mr. Walter
G, R&use*, 1U1 Webster ftreet, M Iden (£* Mi373).

Data: April 28, 19 15 ®S? <*±1 minute).

bservlng goaltion: 71° 15' W k2° k2> * (about k *****
south of imrrj, Mass., in oar heading !?HW on Koute 28).

Object; Very large, glowing with an intense and blinding
*ice-blue light like an Argon gas fl***®* «nd with the
following definite shape: «—^\

(Mr. Bauser was asked to compare size with a structure
visible from office window where interview was held. It
was found that a ruler held at armfs length produced the
apparent slse of 1.5 inches long by 0.5 inches wide).

bject travelled practically due east to west at a l®vel
altitude of 30° to 35°• from about asimuth 010° to 33® •
4fter travelling hmmatimMMM* parallel with horizon, the
object suddenly dropped off at an angle, appeared to grow
smaller, and suddenly vanished before reaching horizon.

Color became orange after trajectory dropped. Back-end
of object was indefinite and may be described as
including a short wide trail about 10 total length of
object.

c.c.s Dr. R.K. McCrosky
,:<. John White
r. Leon Campbell

Pfr. E. Kohn



OSSERVATORIO ASTRONOMICO PRIVATO

PIAZZA DI PORTA CASTIGLIONE, 10

BOLOGNA - ITALIA

IABLE APDRESSt OHBITRkGK

Operation Section
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

1520 II Street N.W.

Washington 25, D.C.

196^ FEB. 1%
FEB 21 1961

Attentioni Mr. E.C.Buckley

Dear Sir,
I have observed an unidentified object that may be the balloon

that (today's newspapers say has* been launched from Wallops Island base
and now missed or not under control.

DATEi

TIMEi (U.T.)

COORDINATESt

MOTIONi

DIRECTIONI

MAGNITUDE!

I96f February 16
h ra

19 45
h m

R.A. II 40

Decl +33* aPPr°X-

slow

from EAST-NOBTH EAST to WEST-SOUTH WEST

+ 4

vf<C&A~Y.

It c-nnot be the satellite Echo I because in theese days this satellite is well
observable in the evening going in opposite direction.
I ara sorry I am not in a position to give you further informations, but during
this observation I was operating with a telescope photographing.

Sincerely,

very truly yours

dr. U. Dall'Olrao

1

*
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Drafts?'* nam typ#d/sig.
Inward H. Kohn

TO: tSpacetrack
Attn: Lt. Frohbeiter

"*'* '" :l»ffw»^f»nw^ppp|

•«<t»«...'-»1'iH»illi"-iWW,.'-.*H»«..W>'>--. mmm.~

Releaser's signature Date:

-«s-*^-™»- «

IN* ley Alex. 3. 3
to Dr. xMcCrosky; and to Mr. W.
KcC for relaying.

PRECEDENCE* Ii»*diat« j_ Priority^ Routine DefsrrsdtNL),

DkTRffXm OFOuT (Cowunicxtiors insert)

TEXT* (typeXl)

I.KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN: RADIO STA WXNI: MR, BARR 2 WHITE LIGHTS WITH
SMOKY TRAIL, SEEN DUE E FROM KAL GOING TOWARDS NORTH 6:24 EST X
mm REPORTED LOCAL AF INFORMED HIM NO HIGH FLIGHTS IK AREA IT
THAT TIME.

2 ->R08T0» CANADA RADIO STA CFRB: MR. OILMOU BETWEEN APPROXIMATELY
5 - 7:00 EST RECEIVED 30 TO 50 REPORTS OF:

2 WHITE STAR LIKE SPECKS TRAILED BY GLOWING CLOUDS IN ME SKIES HEADING N

3.TORONTO REPORTS RECEIVING WORD OF A REPORT IN CHICAGO OF A SIGHTING
MADE AT 6:24 EST, SIMILAR IN DESCRIPTION, HEADED NORTH AFTER AN c?/./
IRREGULAR SE-S-SW-N PATTERN. V~ U o

4.UP CALLED WITH SIMILAR REPORTS FROM THE GENERAL DETROIT AREA.

N

t)t.c &• k

ov, £3.y \% oo \>rCs

i . ..hi l ii mi iiti.1 iiniri r r '< II' i '" " I

RscslTsd ny Co«m. C#nt*r att
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JAKARTA ANTARA IN ENGLISH MORSE TO AUTHORIZED RECIPIENTS
1520 10/15 V

(TEXT) JAKARTA, OCT. 15—AN 8.5 ?6 1.5 METER ROCKET-SHAPED c
JECT FELL ON ENDEH, A TOUN ON FLORES ISLAND, LAST WEDNESDAY AT Aa, io tt

1300 HOURS WITHOUT CAUSING DAMAGE OR CASUALTIES, ACCORDING T^ '
A DELAYED REPORT REACHING HERE TODAY. THE OBJECT IS SAID TO
HAVE COME FROM AN EASTERLY DIRECTION. LOCAL AUTHORITIES ARE
INVESTIGATING. THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE FROM ENDEH AND TI
SURROUNDING AREA HAVE COME TO LOOK AT THE OBJECT. \

REPORTS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED DURING THE PAST WEEK FROM MANDAI YM^ero •
AIRFIELD NEAR MAKASSAR, SOUTH JJLAUESI, OF FAST-MOVING STARLIKE
BODIES WITH TAILS OF LIGHT OVER THE TOU'" . SIMILAR OBJECT
HAS A] EN REPORTED OVER SEMARANB IN CENTRAL JAVA. END IT
(KARAGIANI: )
BT

«t*MSeasflae>
- ' — ata^m^mmtim^^mmmm^a^
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SMITHSONIAN OGS CAMP MAS GA PLS

FM SATFLLITF ORGAN
TO SATFLLITF CAMPMASS

12/0800 Z OCT

CHAPLFS CAPEN OBSERVED UNIDENTIFIED LIGHTS TPAVFLLING FPOM
NORTH TO SOUTH SOUTHWEST AT 0035 UT 12 OCTOr'
CONSISTED OF FIGHT YELLOWISH LIGHTS ARRANGED IN TWO TRIANGLES
OF THREE EACH AND FOLLOWFD PY TWO IN FC
TRAVELLING^SLOW WHEN FIRST SEEN IN NOPTu X APPPOYIMATF
ANGULAR VFLOCITY WHEN PASSING ACROSS OP^TPVTPS LINF OF ^ir?UT
ON ORDFR OF 2000 SFCS OF ARC PFP SEC.
RANGE*UNCERTAIN

END OF MSG

— —

1 ^ ^



Form No. 6
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

(Feb. 1, 1951)

MEMO ROUTING SLIP
TO THE FOLLOWING IN ORDER INDICATED

NAME OR TITLE INITIALS-DATE

1. H^x. S-ekbfc"^ /io)
2.

3.

4.

Your information Note and return D
Your comments Proper signature n

Necessary action Note and file n

Prepare reply See me n

Your recommendation Your initials n

Remarks

±M 1bf=ja}wc ^tUtS, n*J Tb Arie.

&0 J* "TW<M Qf t41r Woo MiQ>hiT 5e

K<Ts<e€*"i^fcs I •ddV&jT^ct-/ „

K\ -f, wLH^r^-^

FROM

^ Mrt„u
Da

&-o
Phoni

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1958 O -466789
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AFC IK-i.

Ming, 12 October I960 (Mr Charles Capen) 2 8 OCT I960

Smithsonian *'.strophesical Observatory
Attn: Mr Warren McCurdy
UP I

Cambridge 38j Massachusetts

1. Reference attached copy of message from Satellite Organ to
Satellite, Cambridge, riassachusetts, dated 12 October I960. This
message is concerned with the sighting of unidentified flying objects
by iir Charles Capen, The sighting occurred on 12 October I960 in
fcew Mexico,

2. The ATIC analysis indicates that the objects of this sighting were
probably high flying jet aircraft. The angular velocity reported by
fft* Capen results in a linear velocity well within the capability of
jet aircraft and much too slow for meteors.

3. Telephone contact with Mr Capen reveals that lie believes the
objects were high flying jet aircraft. The conversation with Mr
Capen also brought out the description of lights seen in conjunction
with the objects which also indicates that they were probably jet
aircraft.

U. ATIC has not as yet been able to pin down the specific operation
to which the aircraft belong, but when and if this information becomes
available your organization will be advised.

YOR THE CQHMANDERt

PHILIP d. xiVANS

Colonel, OSAF
Deputy for Science and Components

1 Atch:

Cy Msg 12 Oct 60, im Satellite
Organ to Satellite



FM SATELLITE ORGAN
TO SATELLITE CAMBMASS

12/0800 Z OCT

CHARLES CAPEN OBSERVED UNIDENTIFIED LIGVTS TRAVE^LIN^ FFOM
NftPTM TO SOUTH SOUTHWEST AT 0035 UT 12 OCTOPFR
comSsSd of ricm Swish lights arranged in
OF THREE FACM AND FOLLOWED M TWO IN ECHFLON
TRAVELLING SLOW WHEN FIRST SFFN IN NORTH X APPROXIMATEIScULAR VEL^m WHEN PASSING ACROSS OPSFRVERS l$NE OF TIGHT
ON ORDER OF 2000 SECS OF ARC PFR SEC.
RANGE UNCERTAIN

END OF HSG

J
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Form No. 6
V. SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
^ (Feb. 1, 1951)

MEMO ROUTING SLIP
TO THE FOLLOWING IN ORDER INDICATED

NAME OR TITLE INITIALS—DATE

i. /;>,. McjJc^
2.

3.

4.

Your information • Note and return •

Your comments • Proper signature •

Necessary action Note and file •

Prepare reply • See me •

Your recommendation [_ Your initials •

Remarks "7"/ft*o A*+ 1/^a. A •y- <> // C

Af+« *s6+**(r JTh "fa*. Ct t^r^c^t
*4**t&&* t^- ^r ^y

A^t fi ft ( 16-L..J

_z
From

.-'. ' ' f liiii^tm it H"jiii

X2U

Date

Phone

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1958 O -466789



Wonder What's Up..

^1,0 A^.^*»

Maior
ByWaltBrr

IttSt



Fred W. Schrader

San Antonio 1, tex.

August 24, 19<50

Harvard College Observatory
Cambridge ^8, Mass.

Dear Sirs:

I am rather interested in knowing what I observed, can it be verified?

Since I aa an Amateur obsover there are many things I do not laiov. I

do scan the skies with my 5 inch Refractor, used as a HPT 201 •

On the morning of August 22, 196*0 - 1:45 All CST -Lat. 32 De|rees -

(wldle waiting for Echo i) A light appeared in the area of Declination 65

degrees, SHA 270, rising at a fast rate when it reached the position&f

appro*. Declination 58 degrees, SHA "500, it slowed down, during its slowing

down it appeared to have a slight lateral motion, after that it moved very

slowly and almost motionless, in the position of PERSEUS. It moved past

MARFAIC and took a position in the MARFAK, ALGOL and ALKACH area. Its

Magnitude at the beginning was of 2 to*5, after its lateral motion its Mag

nitude became 0 to 1, at its motionless position its Magnitude was that of

Sirrius.

I was unable to bbserve on August 23 because of cloud cover'. I have

not been able to find it again.

There are four possibles (1) U.S.A. Balloon (2) U.S.A. Echo II fixed

position above earth (3) USSR Satellite fixed over USA (4) USSR Space Cabin

which carried the dogs returning to earth.



The latter I feel was what I was observing. Thi3 was probably the

time the Retros were fired, as it approached the dense atmosphere'. There

were two other people observing this and noting the same motions. %

I wonder if you may have some nice Star Chart* , Northern and Southern.

What is the price for these. In ease you do not have them could you tell

me where I could obtain them.

Thank you for your time.

.^A^jc^^y
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REPORT FORM FOR UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS
" • • ii • i .•. i. •• . . •• . i i ,1 . i m m m m I | I

Information marked • Is vital

• Place of observation: t(il OU^bk/y h*\t Uv\cw4 .^fJ"

J. ..

* -Date: d*x\ e l^l^U : A
f Timele Standard and whether a.m.orp.m.(Give

• Accuracy of time given above:
(e.g. say "exact", or "+1 minute", or "+5 minutes", etc.)

Direction in which object was first seen:
(To N, or SE, or WNW, etc.)

<+Direction in which object was last seen: we

* Length of time object was seen: Yvo *«e, 4Us UlJ &%^

# Apparent direction in which object travelled: s4^<iv 4* we^
(V-S, SW-NE, W-N, etc.)

, t Did it change direction? ft* - *w +* ^ ^^ y"^
tc<it 4 ^ ^'^ft 0*A WJt, V* ,$W woj-h

General impression of speed:

•\ v

fl*

Size abd shape (if any):
(If Just like a star, say "star-likea star, say "atar-aike"} * I j e(ytX.

Brightness and colon ev.^<^W b^fJW *"* 0V<*^ e »w cjtv'



Any marked variation in brightness? V>6

Did it explode, disintegrate, or suddenly vanish? ho

Any tail or trail? hb

? I WctfDid any sound accompany the object?

If sound followed later, give time interval:

0y\
^ 5c^eev\e\y*L

Was it examined with binoculars or telescopes or photographed? no

d.^

Name:

Address:

-poo.

Any other remarks: ,rv0 ^ Ucx^vn

iK 4ko

Date

YJL U.

\)W,

w lew
uvnc^/

,1+'

Phone No: «W<< <U* IH'^eJUv^ "^ ^
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1$07 22nd St. S.W.,
Calgary, Alberta.

February 19, I960.

;**/ (pi
^Smithsonian Institute,
,We^iAgt^wr-Jh--^ (Please redirect to correct Department)

Dear Sir:

I wish to inform you of the sighting of an unidentified
flying object in the Calgary region on Friday evening, February 12,
I960. I did not see the object myself but have talked to two persons
who did, and some six or eight others are known to have seen it also.

The time was between 7.00 p.m. and 7.15 p.m., February
12, I960. One man is quite sure it would be between 7.00 and 7.05
p.m. The object was first seen on a bearing of about $6*0* w ^^»uf
(Azimuth 260*) fre* Calgary. It was moving northward and was be
tween 10° and 20* above the western horizon. It was large, very
bright and approximately round to somewhat elongate or rocket shaped.
It was many times brighter than Venus in the early mornings during
the past couple of months. Its brightness is attested to by the fact
one man (H. R. Renden, 4915-15 St. S.W., Calgary) saw it while
driving west in his car down a limited street and with the car lights
on. The other man to whom I have spoken (J. C. Lynem, 1936-33 Ave.
S.W., Calgary) was out on a toboganning hill somewhat removed from
city lights. He described the object as like a blow torch and is
sure it was on fire or emitting fire. He saw a fiery part of it fall
away and downward when the object was on a bearing of perhaps N 60*
or 70* W from Calgary. The other part continued as a less bright
object downward toward the horizon in the northwest. Total length
of this sighting was less than a minute - perhaps 40 seconds.

The description of this UFO appears to me to be very
similar to what would be seen in the final death plunge of a polar-
orbiting satellite. Using the angles quoted above and assuming that
the object would be between 50 and 60 miles above the earth, its
longitude would seem to have been about 119° W. It occurred to mm
that the sighting could have been the death plunge of the "spook"
satellite reported by A.P. some days ago. I have no orbital data
on this satellite and so do not knew whether its decay would be ex
pected on or about February 12, I960. It does not seem that the
orbit of 1959 Lambda (Discoverer Vlll) could have decayed quickly
enought since February 2 to bring about its death plunge on
February 12, I960.



-

- 2 -

Hope the foregoing is of interest and use to you. Would
vou be kind enough to let me know if this sighting actually ">J-e*t\.Save oeen" or waf) almost surely, the final decay of a polar-orbiting
satellite.

Incidentally, I had one good sighting of 1959 Zeta (Dis-
nnMr(sr vi) It was a south to north pass on October l9 ±y?y,^ZI to 19 43 hours Canary time. It^ssed over Calgary west of the
Zenith its brilliance somewhat variable between estimated 2nd and 4th
magnitude Also observed 1958 Delta II (Sputnik III) on December 7,
^"between 17.49 and 17.53 hours Clgary time, northwest to southeast
track, top of pass about 35* above northeast horizon.

Yours very truly,

E. M. Rogers



REPORT FORM FOR UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS

information marked * is \ital

^..vation: Jafrf^ C^t< /\fcj /W|*>^

* Date- M<k\ ZOytQCO • Time: /2£2-/VM &TDate. /v\"^ -^t , i^t^ (gi^ Time st'andard and whether a.moOrp^

* Accuracy of time gi e above, j>Kw^ **^WV f^Jjv[e.g. say "e*act'!, or "+1 minute", or "+5 mirfutes\ etcc)

Direction in which object was first seen: ^froT^i b tfU^ • 1 7-
(To N, or SE, or WNW, etc)

Direction in which object was last seen: ([/^pl #T ^pXTh - ">
-o&^ .I'M^' ^^ ^Ad hJ/flj mu#^ -

* Length of time object was seen: T^Uajp> I ^1^'^-

* Apparent direction in which object travelled: ^OmWUMi ^W**^/
^S| sw-NE, W-N^etc.) /•

Did it change direction? ' ^

Ghat Mf^ t^cb Hwu,General impression of speod:^1™*- ' _ r ^h ,

Size aUd shape '(if any): /\ Wvf3 T^-^p^ On /Qa<?A On CX p/fcW/1
(If just like a star, say "star-like") , ~ l I /

^y -siM '̂laif "to |W sturx ^av, Iwjlv iVrufv DuUctviu^-
CitaJPCteir Vvclt cr d^y ,

Brightness and color: \fy^ [K^lvT ^ C^L ^W-

» Flace of observ



*~ Vi

?/VA&Any marked variation in brightness

r/lfe-Did it explode, disintegrate, or suddenly vanish?

? Ato„• Any tail or trail?

? M>-Did any sound accompany the object?

If sound followed later, give time interval No

Was it examined with binoculars or telescopes or photographed?

Ho
Any other remarks: I Wtfo ^Ou^IT^fiMj kT) 4 <WoK<.-~W

k^W^ u>Im3 \o\ cJVfV W. i U7W "b> TU OrvwctolD- # «*"*»

«-•A5.^K«kB.DLA.Al£ Phone No: %^V5-^^

MfWu /ttfltj i^Wr lap.
WOa a Mad qWxT/u»| RtWiw

Address: JCttfP&| C«hfer

o-r
\JF0



ffict iSmithsonian Institut
Wa^hi^St^n^-^-^

Dear Sir:

T *i«h to inform vou of the sighting of a
#*i 4 „kw7 ?« the Calory region on Friday evening, February
foln112 f n see the object myself but have talked to two personswho°did' and someTix'or eigt otLrs are known to have seen it also.

The time was between 7.00 p.m. and 7.15 P»m;» £eb™ar7nr12, I960, ^ne man ™quite sure it would be between 7.00#and 7.05
t m Thi obiect was first seen on a bearing of about 580 w -****&urhV6WCfrorCalgary. It was moving -reward and was be-

the past couple of months. "» *rlf£M8gai" ry) HI it while
one man (H. R. Renden, 4915-15 fJv.f^J-^.PlJi "th the car lights
driving west in his car down a "***•* stMr* Lvnem 1936-33 Ave.
T. Calgary) was SSt'T'.'tKiSS'liii somewhat v^ from^y^Cighfr^raescrlSjdathe ofject as like ablow tore and is
aTay anYdownward'when Snfobjec^was onYb^gTf ?'»»£« ?"
£ 70*W from Calgary. The other part continued as a less brightobject downward toward the horizonln the northwest. Total length
of this sighting was less than a minute - perhaps 40 seconds.

The description of this UFO appears to me to be very
similar to what would be seen in the final death plunge of a P°lar-
orciting satellite. Using the angles quoted above and assuming that
the object would be between 50 and 60 mi!•« above fe earth its
longitude would seem to have been about 119 W. " °c^r«* ™ ~
J£=t th, sizhtine could have been the death plunge of the "spook

SUi.? .lSi itbrSr, 2 «, bring .bo.t It. d..«h plow ™
February 12, I960.

(Please redirect to correct Department)
fUi, , \3, 01 05"



Hope the foregoing is * ^•Sigi^.XuSk JS^yoU be kind enough to let me know ".thl^igt^ &polar.orblting
have been, or was, almost surexy,

3atelllte'incidentally. IM™^?*^^"™*?* thecoverer VI). It was a south to north pass o Calgary west of thePrfth1ts9brll^anceCsorewLrvariao eYet-- -timated 2nd^and 4th
SKSuS! SS obs-ed 195o^r^giry^Ume/northwest to southeast
irack,btrpeonf Si'aoout^^above northeast horizon.

Yours very truly,

E. M. Rogers
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WUA4 ML PB THN TERRE HAUTE IND DEC 19
DR FRED WHIPPLE
SMITHSONIAN OBS

smtOXIMAriLLY RA OIH 158 DECLINATION PLUS 5 it nrc&irrc

S£^Co«Tr?Sn^^*tD IN !>0«M FINDER AND NAKED £V£ SKY HAZED OVFR
Okl COMPLETE EXAMINATION COULD BE HADE
0 DEHIN6 362* NORTH 12TH

20 OOH %$N UT RA OIH 15H 5 4 2-3 >0M»
826AME
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OBJECT UHKNOW

STATION NAME

V« Palm Beach, Fla.

STATION

NUMBER

0X6

TIME OP

OBSERVATION

00 13 So
00 l£ 00

Rs A. or
AZIMUTH (A)

192

192

DEC. or

ALT, (A)

22

ZZ

DATE: Nov, 17* 1959

DIRECTION
OP TRAVEL

ANG.
VEE*

•0017

MAX.
MAG,

♦12

VAR,

object seemed

(Diagram on 'back of thettr report shows

"Object v;as sfen by two veteran observers for over k iiins. Afte> crossing
to speed up.

centek* 11ns

that object followed straight/In a
during above observations, then turned off at an angle of

W-E direction

about 60°).

Say a plane's maximum limits are 20 miles high and 1000 m.p.h.,
about O.pl degrees per 'sec. overhead. — (

angular velocity would be
& A.G.



m

mot. t>, 1959.

Moonwatch H#adqua*t«r«<

Object* We can think of no known •*P£*x»tla?v°£,J^6^*VSJ3S22- rZmtmi^^ Men. apart from the possibility that
th. objeete ^^hS^m^tdrnWrn "^hlfi.UsS2iS*n.aP
and within th. lint of sight of th. "^..^^i^ algSJt^.
by th. reported Insularity of th. oiF01***! \IJZJLrftEea true satellite would show pr.ols.ly th. aaa. J0**?8*?**"*-
(at leaat to within a fw ..oond.). Aleo. to *M»**1^u?a_^t#,
noon, a eatelllte would take wry rauch longer than a •»? *t~nttMBSTeo. >o ol cult th. noon in 6 «mut.a It would hav* f> \\
Belf-propelled (artificially) and travelling at a rat. of at laast
70.000 a.p.h.J howler, i. aertalnly to be contend*
for his patlsno. In watching thi. tewnte ^JTvlSflo^SSh^lrht. and th. raoort itaelf1. good and 1. bclngtopt for
reference In oas. other slrailar oba.rvatlona •£• J**'0™??* t
"*"" if he la quit, convinoed that he saw an object
circling the noon. I.e. dieappearing behind the noon. «*PP"*piae
Sn^he^ther aid.'and again oroaaing *•*•»•* *#_£fi^
would euggeat that he watohaa for It again with theJ»f P°*"* . _»
Iwi tovto Kiv. tha exact tinea (to th. n*ar.at eecond If possible)
of auch dieeppwenee, reappearance •»« d^?*^*"?00: „ nfeha-or kudu «* «~^Ja#»s ataoat lnoredlblo that, with ao many other
mi••mass eonatantly watching the noon, such an object baa not
oi^n reported by then. If. bxnwar, Mr. <̂ ^J? «*• £•objectagain, we would be glad to receive all the tine data ha
records*

Other ahlaofct Without knowing th. names of the "fixed" "tare
- •* or conatellatlon Involved, or their position In
tha aky and the tine aa well as date. It la lagM**** *°*K?, ,.„
any definite conolualon on this objeot. ^^^* **?***my
Stoat the observer waa tracking the alow "cUon <>f aplanet
along the atara. If the aovlng objeot waa bright It mlpht have
5En*th.r V«ua or Mara which ware both nearr***»G*» »•
woat in the eveninga of th. datea n.ntloned. ifit^««• • f«nt
Sbjact vlslbl. in aemail teleeeope It ^** £f!*fJ*1^ fa,
planet Uranus. If Hr. Crube oarea to rive the timea at wmon ne
obeerved thla objaot. also brl, htneaa and power «»•*•"* M-
direction and altitude, we would be glad to try to Identify tha
objeot for bin.

lex* • oddaa./i
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>vC^ lA^i. ft**-—v>.

rf*
CC

a Thompson Utll Ko%d,
Milfard, Conn.

Sept. 9, 1959

Xqq\^

Mr. Leon Campbell Jr.,
Director Moonwatch Activities,
Smithsonian Aatrophysice1 Observatory,
6t Garden Street,
Cambridge, Mass.

Dear Mr. Campbell,
Regarding the sighting of the unidentified object

at^9:24 Daylight Saving Time (DST) I beg to submit the following data:

identified

1:24 U.T.

Observed for over 3£ minutes
Position: First observed at In 24m U.T. o. 5t degweea altitude

c. 195 degrees azimuth
lh 27m U.T. c. 35-4S degrees altitude

o. 15-2S degrees azimnth
disappeared in heavy haze to the northeast

llngnitude: -3 (listed as brighter than Venus by both observers)
Steady, no flashing

Observation with 2t power, 4j inch objectives binoculars
by Lawrence Cox and
Edward Wetherbee

Both experienced observers for the moonwatch team
and both widely experience amateur astronomers

Description as seen with glasses described above:
"Appeared to be of tremendous size, momentteily,overhead,
appeared oblong, seemed closer and brighter than any
satellite previously ••••well observed."

3/ /^ * s> Th9 heading is deduced as 15-2t degrees (measure from north)
hjirf [rtdU<r+ rf The velocity (angular) is deduced as approximately £ degree £er second,

tx. (firuJ^^i (Jh~* jlnMA* Rezpect fully,

Note: Through the above mentioned glasses aircraft can
be discerned even though the wing lighten* are not shown.
Despite the distance the 5utline of aircraft can tje
definitely made out with this glass. 116 form of the
nature of aircraft waa discernible.

»tfM

Pro&.L. Brown #87
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REPORT FORM FOR UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS

Information marked * is vital

Place of observation; Oh fc*Ap *£- g^w oJ^^&zzzA: Ar£<L*„

* Datei TiaXv^ Ifc/s"^ « <rimes 12. 10 *.>**, GTP-ST
(Give Time Standard and whether a0m.orp.mo

curacy of time giveih aboves 10 -^^^A ^f^ ^ '*~^~yOc .
{e.g. say "exact", or "+1 minute", or "+5 minutes"0 etc.)

Direction in which object was first seem (W £
(To N, or SE, or WNW, etc.)

Direction in which object was last seem fs/ Vv/

Length of time object was seen: j. wv^vvtio

ADjpajrent direction in which object travelled:
\N-S, SW-NE, W-N, etc.)

Did it change direction? N/e-

General impression of speed: I 0-tf~"O vk.l i,

Size atsd shape (if any): 0\?+dL *r *^\ ^JLo^Lju
(If just like a star, say "star-like") ^

^ ^aL om^g, -iz^^j C<^JLu^
V^rvj ^rC^yk ^ )\^ trrXK^* pKt*i<$
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Any marked variation in brightness? Wo

Did it explode, disintegrate^ or suddenly vanish? No

Any tail or trail? No

Did any sound accompany the object? i[a

If sound followed later, give time interval:

Was it examined with binoculars or telescopes or photographed?
M

Any other remarks: \ -o^c^ ^ Jobrc^dL oU ^iXj^ m

K-rvx^a^ H. ?KRcjueTre Fhone No: JPVfVvc^: £-^iec

Address:. /1 fe VI&J& S^r, Date: 3Uo~ 3o/5^j
rr c«^-^-^LC€ vvi ^>)

J
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Dr. J.A. Hynek only. June 2, 1959.

Observation Report of Unidentified Flying Objects.

San Antonio (089) Moonwatch team, while engaged in the
reeent search for a suspected unknown orbiting object (Search 59-2)
reported an unusual sighting. The first report, which was
received by telephone, was to the effect that two observers saw
two unusual objects which they were satisfied could not be either
satellites or meteors because of speed and reversal of direction.
Time was May 28, 02 3k 30 U.T. with both scopes fixed at 180
azimuth and 85 altitude. This was about the end of evening
twilight and the objects were described as being sunlit with
"pale reflections like aluminuran. They appeared to approach and
curve away from each other.

The following is an extract from a letter, dated May 28 and
received June 2, 1959J

"Since the object involved in the ftS-59-2l* search was expected
to pass over the San Antonio area today at approximately
02 31 00 U.T. we began telescoping searching of the sky, officially,
at 02 15 00 on 28 May.

ftThe sky was clear and the atmosphere was sufficiently steady
to eliminate excessive twinkling of the stars. Our •scopes were
pre-arranged in such manner that we have one centred on 75°» one
was on 80 , two on 85° at 180° azimuth, while one was on 85 at
azimuth zero and one on zenith. ... All six were in alignment
on the meridian with two concentrated on 85° since passage of the
object was expected in the latter area,

n . • • at 02 3k 30 U.T. a very unusual phenomenon occurred.
I shall try to describe the situation:

"Two of our seasoned observers, who were viewing through the
only two of our 'scopes which were fixed on the same point in the
sky, namely 85°altitude at azimuth 180°, simultaneously witnessed
u.f.o.'s in a manner that may be a little difficult to comprehend.
That is, one man observed a fleeting object that cut into the
upper left limb of his circular telescopic field and after
describing a smooth arc or parabolic path, left the field of view
at the lower left limb. This action took place within an
estimated one-tenth of a second. The observer was concentrating
his attention on the left side of the field at the time, and was
certain only of what transpired on that side of the view field.
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"Now here is the unusual twist to the phenomenon: the other
observer on the other telescope which was set to cover the
identical field was concentrating his attention on the right side
of the field, when he, simultaneously, observed a similar action
at that side of his scope. That is, the object entered the
upper right limb, curved hyperbolically, and then left the field
at the lower limb, and all within a split second of time.

"Some interesting and pertinent data connected with the
phenomenon, as the accompanying diagram will show, are that both
objects had similar, yet different, paths which were mutually
opposed. Also, at no time did their paths coincide, cross each
other, or cross the centers of the telescopic fields of view.
A study of the diagrams will Indicate that if the two diagrams
were superimposed it would appear that the two objects were
approximating a collision course, when, by deliberate control or
mutual repulsion they veered off and went each on his merry way.

"While evaluating this data, it is appropriate that you keep
in mind the fact that both individuals who witnessed this
occurrence are well seasoned, well balanced, and strictly sober
observers."

Letter is signed by J.H. Wooten, for Paul L. Seabase, Team
Leader.

A later letter,dated May 30 and signed by the same writer,
provides the following additional information:

"... One of our observers touched off a miniature bombshell
when he "klcked-in" (tonight) with some intelligence which was
slightly overdue. He believed it was unimportant, of course.
Here it is:

"This observer observed an unusual phenomenon whose occurrence
was simultaneous with the incidents which we reported in our
letter of May 28. His 'scope, on May 28, was set on zenith at
02 3k 30 U.T. which time coincides with that at which the two
observers called "Ho!" when they spied some very unusual
astrophysical "astrobatic/" antics in their 'scopes which were set
at 85° at azimuth 180°. At that time he too observed an unusual
sight in his scope. It occurred in the lower right quadrant.
When he sketched it on paper according to the image his power of
recollection brought to mind I tried to match it to the
configuration that was observed on the right side of one of our
85° scopes. It does net "dove-tail" into the /scheme perfectly
but it probably casts some illumination on what the object was
doing just before it passed into the 85° field of view,"

Reproductions of all three sketches are overleaf.
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First reported observations

o

27Q

I

t
Varied description of color: Grey white or from blue white to

silver white.
Time required to traverse the fields of view: l/lO to l/5 second.
Magnitude: Approximately that of Polaris or slightly brighter.
Illumination: Appeared to be reflected light rather than self-

illuminated.

Reference to known fixed stars, for coordination, not available.

Additional reported observation.

tld

3.
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office NLemoranduM • united states government

TO Dr. J. Allen Hynek DATE: Oct. 5* 1959#

Alex. B. GeddesFROM

SUBJECT: San Antonio U.O. Observation of May 26» 1959.

With regcrd to our Memo of Sept. 29, we have just received
a letter, dated Oct. 2, from Mr. Jernigan correcting his previous
telephoned statement that Mr. Richard Santos was the third observer.

The name should have been Mr. Salvador Gomez, whose address
is 115 N. Las :uoras, San Antonio.
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office NLeMorandutft • united states government
to : Dp« J. Allen Hynek date: Sept. 29, 1959.

from : Alex. B. Geddes

subject: San Antonio U.O. Observation of May 28, 1959*

The names and addresses and telephone numbers of the people
most directly concerned with this observation are as follows:

Mr. J. H. Wooten (who made the written reports):
IIOJ4. Denver Boulevard, San Antonio, Texas.
Home Phone: LE 3-7381

The observers concerned:

Mr. R.L. Jernigan. 1112 W. Agarita, San Antonio, Texas.
Home Phone: PE 2-2769
Office Phone: PE 5-1831

•?. Harold VaRtborg. Jr.. 306 Forest Hill Drive, San Antonio.
Home Phone: TA 6-7W>

Mr. Richard Santos.

Mr. Santos has recently moved but his address and
phone number may be obtained from the Team's secretary,
Miss Ruth Waddell.
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t&*,: Mr. S^ue/ ~B. MU/e„

r$

2.8 /fl^Uj '<jsy

0&? - oi.p~ o?g

*f-rab um cx/exrotej So fass c^^ifo S<U> /h2e»,i *cre*u To^Ay ^-£ «.-
frexfrryaJt^ly 3 / ao factr* U. Jl (x>e^ fa ZeZ>

toffhcsktft offM*S/j\ afo* ,r oo ; en zg /n^, *s /»<//<-«&*/
kf €C<r COtKs fif /*j-{ ^/2L .

Jy 'ste*df To <*/"*>*n«jL ^ACesS/^ AuinJLh'nj *>/ rffu. sikrs. fur seep*
Ut**ts fOrt arresnaii/ ;* 5«C4* **tn*fer* //m.-/ see AaS ene r*£+tterest <on jf*
p>* ujts v„ iV^ Tujo e„ $£* a{ x^/mt+ii, /So% ^L ""•*- <*** ***
&f" 4f az/mulh ~-2Jtro a+ist o*?e, #** zz.er>Hh Of Pears*- /A/S
Spuyrfs hkej <sl <>e^pf,<?*-£>;/ *o*y 0f Say/nf -/fa/ x// s/x tutre* /n
<*4,ennievi On 7A*-, /ru t--/^f/a^% £<J/¥h /u>o <*a+*ce^tnCfeef e^ S>T ?,»cc>

»—•>

^e-vt^i observer* w<^<l o^ /hz*,sC . /)// HMtfetttU ($4>s*£
O+td **/*e*fa*,1/y u+,f,/ &z_ 4j- cc i/.T Mi ee^e^ 0*se^,eS 7**^ #6-
j*OT cvU/c-fr we^- were*. exf>*o?/r>f <

flfaw, cc<r secret, tun »*£ wJboat /ne/e^^-fe^
** OZ~ 3* f° M'T. & rtrcf uri*t$*£{ f£u„C*>7£„o„ <?ce«rr-Cc/-
/ Sha/f JtXJ fa <r+es(?tr/b<c ike S.-7U*//c>,i I

MM
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Urf,0.^ in a, rTn4/7f?*r~ "irJZU " *n*.<y
7t?<J /S , cnv e?<» e&sennJ ^ -//eeJ/ef ft/ccf that cut ,*?%> ttt^uyyt'r*
/eft t/mh ef 6m c/nucUr /*tesee/?/& fs*£J .*+,* <rfter~ cfesersb/ej

au SweetA eirc <?> /tor* i*&t/e* feCth, /**/£ STU^ fett f tff'e&J at "flu,
to cite r h/t t/snh . ~%'i <ri<rSscrr> tooAt /?Uct^ cv/th/n *-*? **$t/<n*Jl*t 0"e.-
~fs.-*ift? se&er?at. /ties ehs^r^r ct^i Oe>? <ze-<7~/r4/7r?f t?ts xitr^it/ox, c<7 the
fe>// 5//i6. oS ttu f'ttiiszytiiL.7/e74>^/ <rt+?al ae<> ^*~ia,n o^/cf of
What fnwi'p/resC 01 tfet 3/eti, f ^ \#e*u f/e/ef .

tteco^ he /& /s ftu^ t*+tt>€S£t<tX, 7#/Si 7o ttu^ J2he+?cm-
&fte*i ~ //zjLs tfttur <e6s*rt/en o» ttuu &ttur> 7<tese0f<~> kit,/cjj u< s
1*4 io ctyttr tt^ fd^jt/c^t/ '/?e(et ^as <?<?>?&*?7/4.7/s?y A'* *5fa+,~f/or, &+?
-/Ax- •rlafrt S/tttf &f 7%£, f^etc/; totur? tu^ S/^at^t^€>ajt^. (Observed a.
Wmtk-r rteJ/cni *i "^wct s/^e f 6'J seeyrs, Y^ef /s, /Ae. &6/^ct

thhi kt ^^ f^/'^t/ 4$t YtuL btotr t/rrtt? ; &**e£ a/t tv/fo//? <*^
$e? Ot?st of tleriCs »Sfot/i

/wo

7
rfZ -e'l&faCvL<)

c

of cu<r Se*ese*t44r* 06s<?r is?' s, &ho we, e v/eu.)/^~tnraifh
jar S?0Pe{> *cvh>Cb w*~e^ f/xe*t p/i i/ic Sa^z^e^ />c/rjt /* flu.

n a. rr>4,i/?*r~ ~tt&f~~ tm-4* &*s a A'wit, <rY'-fft <uot£ /o <3e>>r?A?re /it^ta*.

7+u^ sie c^r>^,pa-^iy/^ 4t>fea^/t»^rf
Sheet*. arO V/frt~'&?% 0/,;<?{£ /,«,/ S//77', tar?/'f ^JtT^re-"*,/*«-&**
tuh >&fa Ia/( r^ n->a7uK/t^ 0jepcs&ct • i/tsOj at no t*r>e; (t/si tAcjr jokJAs
Oo fyiefrf<j, or&ss &a&4> etfor j ^^ crV£S ^ &e*fifrs &f/tut tt&*»~
<?*f)/cs jfttfsts fif ifte«j, -ft sfueU* of /tu. <r//4fr**?>s *w// /*?*//<**&
TWi /Y /his fa/o efrifWrnS *t>€rt^ 5*<f€r/%*0pesee< H a*et& ayy^r fa/
ykvu ttVo (Pbre^-Js, lx/€rt^ <**>& rox fsntzt/vf ^ <£&ttef/ey, &e&rsej >u>Ae.*? f
ku ct*-f/hra:/e^ 'cze^Sfret *>*- snutuit r<futs/e\? ttuy V*ere*C eff a+nC

&-T7

ss*% &****f />•* r"t£rt« +it ci^'/a^ <Pe+rn*e<*Jest

A/I erue rra *V*?r/,
y 7
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tOhfU, ^vafputfmj ttj/i dA^hc? il /J "ff>,£y?*-,*7^ Mtz/c/c^ ^Ue/a
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//// far7%tr ntit/e^x 2e*ief/r?f refre r'± 7> f&-t<^ et / 7?,
c'A^a. ~f&sfo tt *•*? st& its?> 7?r*s> »
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REPORT FORM FOR UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS ^^^ £&rtvu^-v^
Information marked • is vital

* Place of observations La^yUH lu*^.

♦ Date: fiX^ r«*^ * Times \-03 £ST (OL 03 — K)7T>)
' • (Give Time Standard and whether aom.orpoina

Accuracy of time given above; f
(e.g. say "exact", or "+1 minute", or H+5 minutes", etc.)

Direction in which object was first seem >^y*^ «**toz~ <^
(To N, or SE, or WNW, etc.) foa^^U^^

V&xJLtA^e^ ol M.e^A c^ro

Direction in which object was last seen:

# Length of time object was seen:

* Apparent direction in which object travelled
~TN«S, SW-NE, W-N, etc.)

Did it change direction?

General impression of speed:

Size atid shape (if any):
(If just like a star., say "star-like"

Brightness and color: — 3



*

Any marked variation in brightness?

Did it explode, disintegrate, or suddenly vanish?

* Any tall or trail? ^fe ~Xn*sJl

Did any sound accompany the object?

If sound followed later, give time interval:

Was it examined with binoculars or telescopes or photographed?

Any other remarks:

Name: "**£~tu4 rVv. ^-"^wcX Phone No:

Address: *X£ \i<r£** ^. Date: Y-^X^o J^<\

((l*/\ *&Yfc< -fe" Wvauo K©4-<vto)



{

FEB 5 - 1959

Mr. Geddes:

The following information was just given to me over the phone (where are those forms
I was to have?):

Off and on for about a year this woman has observed an object at about
5:00 p.m. She describes it as being much larger than a star (about k x
as large); it is circular, and twinkles. During the course of her
observation the color changes from the usual star-color to a reddish color.
This object appears to be moving very slowly; it takes about an hour to
dissappear. Her house, in Danvers, faces west and the object seems to come
from the Southwest and moves toward the northwest.

Her name and address are:

Miss Ellen G. McLeod

Ik Folly Hill Drive

Danvers, Mass.

Telephone No. SPring k - 2225



Oct. 2, 1959

4strophysiaal Observatory
Moonwatch

Cambridge, Mass.

4ttn: Mr, Geddis

Dear Mr. Geddis:

Last Tuesday when you called me about an observation that myself artftwo other
observers made while working on the Moonwatch team at Trinity University, I
told you that the name of the third observer was Richard Santos. This is
incorrect. The young man who was actually on the third scope at the time was
Salvador Gomez who is a friend of Santos and I frequently confuse them.

If you have the time to write me, I would be most interested in knowing more
about yourinterest in this particular observation.

I am an amatuer astronomer and have a six inch reflector which I built several
years ago, I have been interested in 4stronomy and celestial phenomena ever
since I was a child, as well as vkk science and mathmatics not to mention just
being plain curious about everything in the universe. I helped to organize the
089 Moonwatch Station at Trinity before the first Sputnik was launched. I was
an avid reader of the old Amazing Stories from its first issue and continue to
rfad all the science fiction I can lay my hands on as well as all the serious
books on science. I have known for more than thirty years that man would go
into space and nearly busted my English in high school for writing an essay
predicting space travel, modern television, telephones in aars, walkie-talkies,
psi powers in humans, e*tra-terristials, etc. etc. ect*.. I was 14 y«are old
at the time.

One more thing before I close. San 4ntonio will have a planetarium soon. This
has been one of my ireams for many years and I am deeply interested. I wonder
if ypu would, be kind enough to tell how one goes about preparing to become a
planetarium director. 4ny suggestions or information you can give me will b%
greatly appreciated.

RLJ/: JL. ^fnigan, Jr./t (/
1112^W. 4garita 4ve.
San 4ntonio,Texas.



NOT MOONWATCH

UNIDENTIFIED DATE

STATION NAME

825 Concord Tpk.,
Arlington, Mass.
(hilltop site)

STATION

NUMBER

T EME OF
OBSERVATION

(U.T.)

0i|. 30 —
oil. 35 --

A. OR
AZB5UTH (A)

135
315

A

A

DEC, OR

ALT, (A)

20

20

A

A

DIRECTION
OF TRAVEL

SE-NW

Object like an egg. No tail or sound. Disappeared in haze
Passed directly overhead. Near Moon.

March 20, 1959

ANG.j MAX.JVA.
VELj MAO.

0.3 Quite S
bright

YIO
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REPORT FORM FOR UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS

Information marked • is vital

* Place of observation? AJLL.^ ,%£ ^t^c^^1^^^^ \f

x I * Time: //v? >- //"^ ^ ^ <
/V&^/f (Give Time Standard and whether a^.orpoiiii

* Accuracy of time given above:
(e.g. say "escact", or "+1 minute", ©r "+5 minutes% etc.)

^jY^cs\

Direction in which object was first seen: 7 . \aS$-
(To N, or SE, or WNW, etc.) .i>r^^4-,^ ~*- -"J**

Direction in which object was last seen:

ytov4% urc*5t~

* Length of time object was seen:

* Apparent direction in which object travelled:
TN-S, SW-NE, W-N, etc.)

Did it change direction?

General impression of speed: -h

<0Ur^ ^J^ 14^2^ v°»*rL *~
Size a&d shape (If any):

(If just like a star, say "star-like")

Brightness and color:



Any marked variation in brightness?

Did it explode, disintegrate, or suddenly vanish?^, /t^^_

* Any tail or trail?

"?^

Did any sound accompany the object?

If sound followed later, give time interval:

7Pr

Was it examined with binoculars or telescopes or photographed?

~?2s#J^ xU*J-^> oft 2^*i Mn£^-~ +- <^-
Any other remarks: a /> J*\ JL

>

Name: ^tfUxV-ti^ (3- S^^w^t*>x^' Phone No: ^^2t^24AtfV7

Address: Date: , ">

(U~f- ^ 'fitrZf*



OBJECTS UNIDENTIFIED (Reported as 19^3 A1nh«-1 ft ^2i
STATION

NUMBER OR
COORDINATES

TIME OP

OBSERVATION

(U.T.)

*u

STATION NAME

Jhattanoo£&, cnn 062 11 31*. 30

11 57 33

R. A. OR
AZIMUTH (A)

180

Remarks: "Looked like a pa^r of car li^h^s. ITo tape on this si.

180 A

DEC, OR
ALT.(A)

77

72 A

March 2, 1959

DIRECTION

OF TRAVEL

VJ-E

W-E

ANG,
VEL.

MAX

MAG

-5

2,'htiqg. Mil

1 -k

VAR. COLOR

lOO;

Remarks: "A flash across lop of field sot at 68 ,alt. Tape|recor|d on time.

N.B.

This team

or

has often reported double obj
due to atmospheric inversion

*

eicts. May be
of car lights

-;_ .

some fault of instruments br mirrors,
coming oyer surrounding hills.

v-c <v*v*rr



OFFICIAL MOONWATCH REPORT

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously)

OBJECT OBSERVED: 59^8

REGISTERED STATION NAME Chattanooga, Tenn. REGISTERED NUMBER 162 035 085

In "Station Number" column below Indicate number of station at which each observation
was rnade^ I0e0 either the first three digits of your Registered Number or the four-
digit number which may have been given to you for an auxiliary station. (See Guideo)

DO NOT USE

i i «

Tele Station

Number

Date

(UT)
Time (UT) Re A. or

Az. (A)
^DeCo or
Ait, (A)

Dir0of

Travel

AngoVel
Deg/Sec

Max

Mag
+ C8?-

Vardn Colo
graph

H M S
Sec,

Max-Max

(Use
Yes No Code

X 062 035
085

2 Mar 11 34 30 180 A 77 w-fl one *5 W

-< .

REMARKSp0Sgibly 1959 pocket case, looked like pair of car lights.
Observer: Ruth Evans, no Tape on this sighting. Mirror loose.

(Continue remarks on reverse side.)

REGISTERED TEAM LEADER'S NAME:
Llewellyn Evans

DATE OF REPORT: g Marchf lf|

NO, SEND OBSERVATIONS MADE AT SITES FOR WHICH NO SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL 0BSERVA1
STATION NUMBER HAS BEEN ASSIGNED.



OFFICIAL MOONWATCH REPORT

(For confirmations, and for observations not reported previously)

OBJECT OBSERVED:53yl

REGISTERED STATION NAME Chattanooga, Tenn. REGISTERED NUMBER 062 035 085

In "Station Number" column below indicate number of station at which each observation
was made5 I*ee either the first three digits of your Registered Number or the four-
digit number which may have been given to you for an auxiliary station. (See Guide0)

DO NOT USE Te3 Station

Number

Date

(UT)
Time (UT) R0 A. or

Az. (A)
iDec0 or
Alt. (A)

Dir„of

Travel

AngoVel
Deg/Sec

Max

Mag
-HOT-

Var.in

Max-Max

Colo

graph
H M S

(Use

Yes No
Code

X

062 935

085 2 Mer 11 57 33 180 A 72 I-E one -4 f

A

..

i

• .

REMARKS: A flash across top of field set at 68° alt. Tape record on time.

REGISTERED TEAM LEADER'S NAME:

(Continue remarks on reverse side.)

JLiftHflllyiL *»*«*

DATE OF REPORT:

2 Mar. 1959

DO NOT SEND OBSERVATIONS MADE AT SITES FOE WHICH NO SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL 0BSERVA1
STATION NUMBER HAS BEEN ASSIGNED.
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FRO*! GEORGE BURNS VIA TELEPHONE

32 WHITMAN ST
WFST SOMERVILLF MASS
FONE SO 5*2853

OPJFCT IN SKY SFFN AT S 35 P.M. 7 JANUARY STFADY LIGHT VFPY ^IGH
ALTITUDF. OPJFCT CAME FROM TV'F NORTHEAST CROSSED THF SKY TO THE
SOUTHWEST , WIGGLFD, THEN MADF A LOOP, AND WFNT BACK ACROSS T^F
SKY TO THF NORTHEAST ALL IN A TOTAL OF 3 MINUTFS-NOT AIRCRAFT

CFM FOMF SO $-2853



* 9

UFO

Observed from 32 Whitman Street, West Somerville, Mass/ by
Mr. George Burns, Tel SO 6-2853.

Object in aky seen at 23:35 m 7 January, 1959. Steady wni^
light very high altitude. Object came from Northeast, crossed
sky to the aouthwest, wiggled, made a loop, and went back

across the sky to the Northeast all in a total or three

minutes.-Hot aircraft.

\)f c



>JECT M00HWATC

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
60 Garden St\reet
^amhr-idp-p 38, Bass.

Gent!©men:

P. 0. Box 6 5

Las Cruces, N. M.
22 October, 1958

Oct. 13

have just disdovered that, on the confirmatory letter for an unknown o: jedb
dated October , wp were guilty of a I • constellations under* +
gection "JfflWAHKS". 11 d read, "Alpha Pegasi" and "Ganma ^ec-a^i". The R.A,
ard Dec are given correct

II you please send 50 copies of the OFFICIAL M00N1 3BSERVATI0NAI REPORT? %&ni

Notice the date — a farm tractor backed into our Moonwatch table, proba"
today, and someone has borrowed our benches for a Halloween Darty. Otherwise we
are prepared for Zeta. I'm leaving with carpenter tools right now.

Sincerely

3.£,;p. fln^wnsi V/*» ««~(jr



OFFICIAL MOONWATCH OBSERVATIONAL REPORT

( For confirmations and not-previously-reported observations )
U-p* * ?

REGISTERED Station .flames.T.o« p.^ph, »tw t*p-h nn No.; 04P-05"-107
• Unknown.—'Possibly/kf

OBJECT: go Zeta .?_.,-,- ^^ °? Report: 15 Oct 58
(Unse separateTorii for each satellite group)

Was observation at REGISTERED STATION ?Fo (Vithin 1 mile of station)^
(Write Yes or No)

IF NOT, give the new coordinates: Available if desired

(Specify Lat. N or S; Long. E or W

Telegrron

2L

c
1—

>!5 c,U>,

U£X

i
JMmuH

te., i

Jjate

.IS.Oflt

I L

_^_

Time R.A. or
Az. (A)

Dec. or
Alt.(A)

OfifOntSft rah 05mrl6.5°

—

-

SA L i Ct' rDYos^s
—

Direction

of travel

Ang.
Vel.

pe w 9WW to ESS

^_

\U'
-*>*

f
v^

,.</>

vht. b • 1;,

.,' •'-

4-352, "33

<JLS ' • ^_____

"p.b#_ /5-6

kh 4*& k
'. f\(A " ll±>2

-

Ax, l ##

**<*<*&. t
... .,-it.i,., i ""?

M&&

Max,
Var

Color

,/5 10 a
y/r

T
_——_

_

M?

REMARKS; Krs. Durrenberger first spotted this object during the brief alert for
1958 Zeta.T Bob Ammons saw the second flash. For approximately two minutes
the flashed recurred with relatively little change in position, givin^JLhS
appearance Of/COKdng almost down OF, VflC-. Observers, (continue Remarks on the reverse side)

Team Leader

Notes : Station

Object;
Components; Column headed "C" is used for the number of the component observed.
Date &Time; Always convert to U.T. Time should be given to the nearest second at least.
Azimuth &Altitude:If the position is given in this form, add the letter "A" to values.
Declination: Always give a plus or minus sign.
R.A. GDec; If a meridian crossing is observed and recorded in R.A. and Dec., add the letter "M" after Declination value.
Direction: All U.S. satellites travel more or less west to east. However, give it more specifically, e. g. WNW-ESE3 etc.
Angular Velocity; Always give this in degrees per second.
Magnitude; State whether plus or minus.
Variation: If the magnitude is variable but not measured, simply write "Var. ".
ColorCode: W-White,B-Blue, G-Green,Y- Yellow, R-Red,BIG- Bluish-Green, B/G- changed from Blue to Green, etc.

^ewtjL*. doe* *Mtk ***^ **

se it as given in the Registrafioy Letter - usually the name of the town in which located,
parate sheets for different satellites.



During the interval between passage from the vicinity of Alpha Persei
to Gamma Persei* Mr. Durrenberger saw it also and marked its near
occultation of Gamma Persei . These were naked eye observations due
to the inability to man the station on such short notice.

Thereafter it seemed to appear at intervals until it was last "seen"
in Aries. The telephone kept ringing frantically during the entire
period, with one of the calls from Chuck Tougas (B-F) telling us that
Smithsonian had cancelled the alert because Pioneer had apparently
burned itself out before T200 MBT and had been lost in the South
Pacific.

This then is afwhat you call it*, or a choice specimen of perception
by suggestion1. But to have simultaneous perception by suggestion of
subsequent flashes? A very thin striation of alto-cirrus made more
consistent observation impossible. However, there is no star of
comparable magnitude that close to Gamma Persei. Times given were
taken from WV and are plus or minus ? seconds •
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SEP 2 6 1958
Hr. Paul Douglas Bam,
€/o Dr. Norman ft, Foster,
361 ft*8* Wilshire Ave**
Bartlesville, Okla,

Dear Mr, Hann,

Thank you very much for your most interesting
observation report of an unknown object sighted on August 21$.
(C,S,T.), It certainly appears to have been & most unusual object,
well worth repo? and record! i , sxid I can find no serious
disagreement with yoursubsequent line of reasonin .

I doubt If it was a meteor becauss of (a) its high
velocity in evening and (b) Its lack of a tall or trail whioh
should have been visible at that speed oven without binoculars.
While your suggested "skipping" effect might be feesible, I aa
In^linad to doubt it because, while atmospheric density may vary
in Hwavos,f, there Is no even moderately defined surface of air
as far as we know. Moreover, if one "skip1* caused the object to
irlow would not tx -; low continue during the short time be|ween
"skip-

Tho speed, but not lack of sound, Is sufficient to
rule out the possibility of a plane, A slower moving object mi^ht
prove to be a plan** without any sound reaohing the observer,
depending on distance and trind directions, I have observed such
an offset myself,

Ths most, Indeed the only, explanation that occurs
to me at the moment Is that It might have a cs.pt/jrod asteroid
descending from a greet height and whipping round the earth In a
sharp cur.re forming the perigee part of a long elliptical orbit.
If the object had an Irr r shape, say elliptical, circular or
bar-shaped, and was tumbling over, it could reflect the sun's rays
(or moon's light?) in flashes without having to enter the
atmosphere to create light bv friction. It seems to me that only
this would explain isence of any trail or continuous £low,

Ws already have several recent observations of
fast-moving flashing objects, but, unfortunately, some of these are
not accurately reported and this makes certain identification with
each other difficult if not impossible. We are filing yours with

others and watching out for more in the rather slim hope of
reconciling them to one object with a definite orbit. Lack of
eno 3od observations like yours is our main trouble with
unidentified objects. People think thoy don't matter much snd



and are not particular in giving the fullest information and
reasonably accurate measurements. That is why wo have asked
Moonwatch teams to report such objects In the normal way on the
official report for .

Regarding your other reported observations of August 19,
I am afraid wc have to dismiss thorn as meteors and fireball. Such
objects usually are slow when they appear in the evening becamse
they are "catching up" with the earth at that time, I wouldn't
advise you to go to the trouble of reporting any moving object
which has a tail or emits sparks, no matter how spectacular, as
these will almost Invariably be classified as meteors, fireballs
or bolides,

thanking you vary much again for your information,

Yours sincerely,

Alex, g s,
Moonwatch dbservational ilecor „



/ Confirmatory Report of Observations

126-037-096 14>__ Sped Bartlesville, Oklahoma
Data Report No.

Observations of "r^'-^wn object, possibly a si ite

Frcm tch site, town.

Date: * 1 > L J' - ~#Time:

^ u ™ j m- 02 S4 XX St 19, 1958Best Data, Time: "' U. T.

Right Ascension: hrs. min. sec.

Declination: ° »

Location 1
in due west, headec , ;lc ed, releasing yellow

Course: Est. Angular Velocity: "^ ' °/Sec.

Magnitude: -•• Color: : 1X' yellov: toil

Sky Condtions olr" Temperature Cfl 72 °F
w.,. -,m „ _ •-..'. foster at site.
Total Number of Persons: *

*oam Captain:

Additional Observations: ifte : ol llr ^, si objects on
about the sane course c tar tunes.

# Time R.A. Dec. Remarks
(U.T.) Hrs. Min.Sec. ^£ ]rg£t fcrv *

t, 3:25-3:50 . . . 1 : objecfr
by . . Cooper, 4995 . !. Princeton, Bartlesville, Okla!

^o-
. . ve the -err

horizon, it , 3 dull red in color but -tened

as it move slowly to tl torth (on course i

thou img) . . i. Lounsbury

of this olty, bo me that ee
1 ;on G1"1 1 the vres-t in. + ' "I ."• p.TOnin^ >

Date Mailed Prepared by , -^S^^ jA^O^
Team Leader
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Observation:

Date: Sunday, August 24, 1958
Time: 9:35 P.M. GST
Location: 128 FleetwoodTTace, Bartlesville, Oklahoma

Sky condition: Clear above ana south; some cirrus clouds in
north. Moonlight, nearly full, toward south,

Path of Object's travel: general path north to south, from
^about-KT* east of no#th~^to 10^ westr^T south-
first observed about 40° above north horizon
T-hrough to about ^0° above south horizon on
said path.

Those observing:
Mrs. nancy Ulds Hann, aged 3&, my wifcir-
Mr. C. S. Hann, my father.
Mrs. C. S. Hann,—my- mother^

and myself, aged 39.
! ! c

Description:
4£his-objeet passes- through this-90g~^arc" in no-more

than five seconds time, and a J'airly bright wfcite-yellowish
light flashed on four times wfaica was alllo£ the item thak—
was observed. The light was observed for only a fia ction
of a second, the greater time jgf- flight-being-with, no light.

\*U&<>> There was no visible "trail" which I have noticed in meteors
hielLj: havfiL aeeii. TJae^laght_appe^xeiiJbxighter than Sputnik

III cylinder", however. The speed was £0 rapid that we had
to twist quickly to follow it_in its path,,

After I returned to the house at about 10:00 P.M._tp_
"reason" what it might have been, I concluded, with my limited
knowledge. fhat it was not: ;

a, a jet plane- for if it were a plans at a reasonable^
altitude, such speed seemed fantastic. "Furthermore, I hacT^
listened for a sound during and after the observation, and
none was h^araT-

b. a Inah-made~aobh-~Tbrr"if 117~were at an altitude to
be above "combustion conditions", its speed would be many
times 1^,000 mph7 which"l^ouXbr^make""one think it would be torn ~
away from the earth's gravitation. If it were low enough to
^appear~totaraveT sor~fast, I could~not seentfhy it did not~
start burning. Further, the earth's shadow at 9:35 P.M.
shouId~havr ectipsedr-artow^flying otrjefcty If it were-reflecting^
sunlight« (Ijjr ^^ Mjjl^ y^ouo fLJUL w^y, »oJ^txr kn** o^ ,t<foT4$* Ar^J- >)

c. Explorer 5- I heard on the 10:00 P.M. news that
jfe-hadr lost our new^moon, fruttisjgy^urcly could not~lrave
been this object by reasoning of 'b' above.



w ^

Conclusion:
On Monday, August 25, 195&% I concluded that this

observed object must have been a meteor which tad approached
the earth1s atmosphere upper levelat an exact agle to
"skip" four-times as I nave skipped rocks on water, The-
question arose that the spacings of the observations appeared
to 4>e sqmidistant last night, and my rock "skippings"
distances got closer and closer with each neaxt skip.
Another question^ was where was- tlie—'traill of this meteor,
which 'trails' I believe, are usually present, their lengths
^Icpendin^on the lenght-of travel in our atmosphere before
leaving it or before completely burning.

I remembered from my Air Corps Meteorology that the
earths atmosphere was not 1evel nor smoothdue, in part, to
tides therein. Could possibly a meteor have merely tipped
several "waves" in the atmosphere? This contact with
less dense to more dense (combustion supporting) atmosphere
might_explain-the phenomena. The 'trail' effect might be
thusly diminished ao as to be unobserved.

I have thought about sending this report to you for several^
days, but after talking with H.F. Rhodes of^Phillips^' Refining,
I decided to send it to you for your information.

In no manner what-so-ever do 1 consider^ myself an
expert in observing; but I will submit a very brief auto
biography hoping to a^t fall into the "crack-pot" class:"

Ex-Capta in, ~USArmy~Air~ Corps, commissioned
Meteorology (having studied under Dr.Wexler);

Tow-years USAAF (WW lit
Chemical Engineer, Univ of Mich, 1944
RegisteredHProf. Engineer-
Member AIChE
TaurBetar Pi
Phi Lambda Upsilon
Very^dsai^eur-astreneiaer-leniy-^^irah-college^
Have observed "Sputnik III Casing" for seve ral

m±ght-s~ prior-to -the reported^ observation,

Attach: Chart of path of travel
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STANDARD FORM 3165

MATT1CK PRINTING CO.- CHICAGO

To Date._^*.....4^^.^Ll^S^
Subject: sJL.<L...is*s..jt

Message QQl^^ we..sls.Q....Q.D.s.er.Y.ed..a...y.ery...br.ight
flashing light, going direction NS to SW - at ..ons...hQur...and...3S-fninutes-U-.Tr
Ihe--.-Siffiie...time...the--Rock.et.^^^^^^ ^i.s..iight...flash^s...ve^..^ast^..fcrs...s.
SP««* twice that of the Rocket and it is round. It.xet.urns...at...4...hour.a..3&.minutes-U«T-

flying-direction--^
.as„.an:._airplane.would., show.. I.t..is..a..ro.und..abj.aat.a^

three times.

PUT IT IN WRITING
AVOID MISTAKES Signed H..„R.....Kli

/]ft

/(Aefc7
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Jan, 23, 1958,

Report from Denver Moonwatch Team, per Mr, K, Stsinmetz,

During an observing session last night, the Team witnwssed the
passing overhead of a "flock of lights" travelling *t about
the same speed as the satellite/ would but in a direction
opposite to that expected of Beta *t this tims, namsly, SSE to
NNW, Tims Jan,23f 02h, 01m. UT, Not easy to tell how many as
they were ssen through breaks tn clouds. Were still passing
over at time of phoning, Mr, Stsinmeta wanted to know if we
had anji special information that would identify thsm.



IN REPLY

HEADQUARTERS

U. S. ARMY ORDNANCE MISSILE COMMAND

REDSTONE ARSENAL ALABAMA

refer to ORDXM-G 000.71 29 May 1958

Mr. Armand N. Spitz

Coordinator Visual Satellite Observations

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
60 Garden Street

Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Spitz:

Forwarded for your information.

Cordially,

Incl U-fORDON L. HAjRRIS
letters (2) T) rublic Information Officer



ECWooton/jm/2704
ORDXM-G 000.71 29 May 1958

Miss Josephine Tabet
Panola Street

Catlettsburg, Ky.

Dear Miss Tabet:

Thank you for your information furnished this Command on
the righting of an unusual celestial object.

Your letter has been forwarded to tha Smithsonian Astro-
physical Observatory in Cambridge, Mass. for their information.

Your assistance in furnishing this information is apprec*
iated.

Cordially,

GORDON L. HARRIS

Public Information Officer
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OFF THE RECC
By Jim Patrick and Tom Gallagher

DERBY TIME—Even though we
have never been too successful
in past years, it doesn't cost any
thing to try, so here we go with
our Kentucky Derby selection. We
like Silky Sullivan, the come-
from-behind sensation from Cali
fornia. The farther they go the
better he likes it and the Derby
distance of a mile and a quarter
and that long stretch at Churchill
Downs will certainly provide him
with plenty of opportunity for a c
late rush. Of course, Tim Tarn, I
Jewel's Reward or some other
horse might possibly be so far out
in front that he won't be able to
catch them but we'll have to wait
until Saturday to get the answer
to that one. Silky not only scares
his hackers half to death by being
so far back in the early stages of
a race but is also providing a
headache for the TV cameramen.
They're afraid he'll be so far away
that they won't be able to show
him and at the same time show
the rest of the field. We /under
stand special camera facilities will
be employed to take care of the
situation.

•A- * *
LONG TIME-C. C. Cartwright

retired railway employe, brought
us a copy of the Bristol, Va.-Tenn.
Herald Courier, to which he has
been a regular subscriber for the
past 52 years, although residing
in Ashland for 35 or 40 years. It
contained a picture of Mane
Weatherholt of Ashland and a story
about her and Susan Worley, also
of Ashland, participating in a ba
ton ' twirling contest at Bristol.
Susan won the Junior B contest
and Marie, the Senior A.

• * *
A RECORD?—Joe Lynch of Arm-

co Steel Corporation called to
report what may well be a record:
J L. "Mike" Kimbrell, Westwood,
a maintenance foreman in Armco's
coating department, attended his
30th opening game of the Cincin
nati Redlegs this year. Is there
anyone in these parts whq has
attended more without missing a
«in tflff. year? , ~~

'BALL OF FIEE' — That's the
way Josephine Tabet of Panola
Street, Catlettsburg, described the
flaming object she saw Wednesday
evening while sitting in a parked
car on Central Avenue in Ash
land. Miss Tabet said it might have
been a satellite, flying saucer, or
what have you. She observed the
UFO (unidentified flying object)
for only a few seconds before it
disappeared in some dark clouds.

• * •
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Director

U. 3. Army Testing Base
Cape Canaveral, Florida

Dear Sir:

May 6, 1958

Regarding the enclosed newspaper clipping, it is
interesting to note what I saw, which may help shed some
light upon your experiments.

First I spotted what I thought was a peculiar white
cloud in perpendicular shape hanging against a night sky,
which attracted my attention and fixed my gaze upon it,
when suddenly a huge ball of fire burst forth from the
cloud of smoke; the flaming object rolled sideways, then
spun straight up with a ring of fire around the flaming
object, and then zoomed upward into far orbit, out of
sight.

I was startled, to say the least.

I checked with the Ashland Daily Independent tbe next day to
inquire if anyone else reported seeing the fire in the
sky, and the answer was "no", and I was referred to the
Catlettsburg reporter of the newspaper.

No doubt about it, I saw a rocket in one of the firing
stages. Could it be the one fired Wed., April 23, 1958. I
saw the object around 8:15 :p. m. that Wednesday nibjht.

Respectfully yours,

yTc^tSt^b--^L<xuv--t-^
tf Josephine Tabet (Miss)

V
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Call from a radio station in Sault Saince Marie, Ontario

Received at 2 a.m.. October 25, 1957

Radio station was flooded with calls about an orange-red

glow in the skyi^he size of the little f±nger which lasted

an hour and a half, from 9:00 - 10:30 p.m. EDT. The glow

was preceded by a white dot which lasted a much shorter time.

The station called the Weather Bureau in Sault Ste Marie, Mich.,

but the Bureau could offer no explanation. Bureau said the

phenomenon could not be an aurora or light reflection.

Referring to a "bulletin1"' by Whipple that Sputnik would soon

burn up, radio station called us to see if the rocket or

Sputnik had burned up.

(Radio station then apparently notified U.P. which called us

around 3:30 a.m.)

Walter Webb
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INSUIANCI COMPANY M

July 28, 1961

a replwplease refer to

National Aeronatics and ^pace Administration
Washington, D.C.

To whoa it may concern:

On July 25, 1961 at approximately 8:30PM I was reclining on my chaise lounge
when, I noticed In the sky, what appeared to be a "sky writer." I then
exclaimed to my neighbors who were sitting with me, "Look at the sky writer."
^ith that the object was of course closer to us and we noticed it was not a
sky writer at all. Upon closer observation it was very much like looking at
the sun. It was so golden bright in color, with a fire like exhaust which
appeared to be longer than our jetstreams. This object had no wings, Its'
profile was much like a shark.

I then called the attention to my other neighbors who were also sitting in
their yards. They all agreed it did not appear to be an airplane. Now I
am curious to know what could this object have been? There were eight of
us who saw this object in the sky. It came from the approximate direction
of New Brunswick, New Jersey to Newark, New Jersey. It took about ten
minutes for this object to get across the sky.

Could you please enlighten me as to what this object could bet
you for your cooperation in this matter, I remain,

Thanking

c/o Operation Blue Book
United States Air Force Base
Dayton, Ohio

You're in Good Hands

Sincerely yours,

Miss June Baylis

with Allstate Insurance



'OWN OBJECT

RED AND YELLOW IN THE MIDDLE* BLUE AND GREEN AROUND THE EDGES*
BLINKING ON AND OFF MOVING IN A NORTHWEST DIRECTION. OBSERVE NORTH
OF BOSTON APPROX 2145 TO 2230 E3>-r ^ u-r ? \\Kxf%M «U*<

RECD VIA FONE FROM"'MR. MCNABB OF WO BURN
TELEPHONE NBR 933-3911



sehd to%: MOONWATCH DIVISION
ithsonian Observatory, Cambridge 38, Mass.

REPORT FORM FOR -aRJaHSMrTETEORS-ANS-i^
" w« <o,

1 (Meteors brighter than Venus or Mag. -5)

Year Month Day j Hour Min. + Min. State whether
OBSERVED: ftCeS p*A• UkJf ii^ jT^^_ Ab> U.T., EDT, etc.
SITEr^^^^^^^g^.fll^ ^^gafiS-^^' (Place of observation)
AZIMUTH: From 3U wWr" . To
ALTITUDE: From To

If Azimuth and Altitude were not measured, give -

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL: (Example: SSW-NW)

DISTANCE TRAVELLED; ZLXZZ^Ja (In degrees)
LENGTH OF TIME HEAD WAS VISIBLE: uoJL&kJ JHotfr J£>wU •oUJ> ^^\<fM*f*a**
MAXIMUM BRIGHTNESS OF HEAD (MAGNITUDE): or-

ANGULAR SIZE OF HEAD (Full moon * 1/2° or 30f)s

COLOR OF HEAD: -j^ IaJUL e^Jr ^^^J^Jt^TJJa^^>
^D IT EXPLODE?: ^g If explosion was heard -

TIME INTERVAL BETWEEN VISUAL OBSERVATION AND AUDIBLE EXPL03ION:

LENGTH OF TRAIN:* )^T1m (Or say "No Train")
COLOR OF TRAIN: ,

TIME TRAIN VISIBLE AFTER HEAD DISAPPEARED:

REMARKS

REPORTED BY: 3^i^ -W(Ue • \ ^J _
Reports should be airmailed as quickly as possible after observation.

♦Train: Persistent luminosity marking the patn of the head. If train
is long-enduring it may become distorted.

N* B-s Fireballs (meteors of measurable size) are rare,. You may see*
1 only several in your lifetime. *
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What Was This
Bright Object?

Mail Truck Driver

Tells of Seeing It
"A beautiful bright b 1 u e-

colored object with a cloverleaf
Iappearance."

That's what Maxwell F. (Gab
by) Gibson, 45-year-old negro
mail truck driver, says he saw.

Gabby saw the object about
7:35 p.m. on the "evening* of
Monday or Tuesday, Oct. 28 or
29, while I was driving a U. S.
Mail Truck south on Warford
Avenue between Chelsea and
Jackson."

Gabby says he decided not to
say anything about the object,
but after reading of the mys
terious sightings all over the na

tion last week, he decided to tell
what he saw.

The night was calm and the
sky clear with a few stars visi
ble, Gabby says. "I was pass
ing alongside the Ford Motor
Building—all of a sudden there
appeared in the sky to my left
(southwest) and about 40 degrees
upwards, a very bright blue-
white object with no tail of any
kind."

He says it was a "sort of
cluster .moving southwestward"
very rapidly. "As suddenly as it
appeared, it disappeared in
about as long as I could say
'I wish upon a star'—which is
what I do when I see a falling

\j €*r>Jk**&
Oo

star," he added.
Gabby's been with the Post Of

fice four years and lives at 1482
Estill.
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